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Question: Which alderman is that?

BOBBY LEE; Well , alderman of the Party III Ward in Chicago*
But see, it's all over the country and wherever they have Black
Panthers breakfast children program, wherever they have the
Young Patriots program, it don't make no difference where the
alderman is, the ma /or still looks like an ass, or the governor
looks like an asn, see? That's why the political machine is

coming down on us* Because we heighten the contradictions. See,
we heighten the contradictions for these governors, mayors,
congressmen* end senators who learn about what I can do for you.

Ouestion: But how is this going to implement (next few words
unintelligible) your ovf*y**n revolution?

BOBBY J EE: Okcy, now, new, overall revolution* Once you, once
you heighten the contradictions about the system, you know what
I mean, about a capitalistic rystem, which is a blood sucker,
you know what I mean* Well once you heighten the contradiction then
naturally the people am going to want to move politically. They're
not going to want to go the way they've gone down for the last 400
vears or mavbc as lonq as there has been oppression of whites in

this country, oppression of blacks in this country* They're going
to move toward a political level. And they themselves, see people
think, see they themselves are going to be the ones who 1 re going
to creata, you know, some sort of sign. You know, some sort of
politics themselves. No, which will be an alternative to that
which is oppressing them, see. And right now the only alternative
of capitalism is socialism. And that f s what your breakfast for
children program will, your free breakfast for children programs
are. That's what your food-buying clubs are.

Question: Are ynu embracing either one?

BOBBY I*EE? Say what?

Question: Are you embracing either one, I mean ...

BOBBY I.EE: We embrace Socialism.

Question: How frir?
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BOBBY LEE: We read all the thoughts of MARX, LENIN, INGCfcS (phonetic)
MAO, CHE, CASTRO, (unintelligible), anything ever written
about socialism, we read it* But let me make you understand some-
thing now. See, in a ghetto or in Appalachia, honey, in the hills
of Kentucky or the hills of Tennessee, the people who live in
an oppressive environment or who live in a ghetto, have always lived
in some form of primitive socialism, see. They've always lived
in some form, or they've always been some kind of primitive
Communists. In order to survive they've had to.

Question; Wh^n you can't survive by yourself, you get together
with two or three other people and share what you've got instead
of . . .

BOBBY LEE: Well this in the only way we've survived in the last
two months traveling,

Question: I have one other question then. How do you know that
this embracing socialism won't turn into, say, the Russian form
of Communism?

BOBBY LEEi Well see, well see, this is something that most
white people ask this thing Well how do you know? This is

something that you don't know, see. But this is the thing, what
happened to Lenin and what happened to Russia, that Russia didn't
have a continuous revolution* It stopped, see. This is the thing
that is beautiful about China • They're having a continual
revolution. Cuba is having a continual revolution, see? And this is

something that we must see, by other people's mistakes. You must
have a continuous revolution. This is what happened to this country.
That the educational institutions should have had a continuous
revolution. The churches should. They haven't. And this is the
way you make sure they don't.

Question: Well, if it continues, what does it continue to?

BOBBY LEE: What do you mean, will it continue?

Question: After revolution continues past the Russian Communist
stage, what does it continue to, another form of Utopia or what?
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BOBBY LEE: There ain't no such thing as Utopian socialistic
state. No, let's make that clear new. No, you're going to
always have struggles, Jack. I would much rather live in a

country that*s going through all kind of struggles to make the
country great* That's what's wrong with this country. * hire's
no struggles here except a struggle for a few punks to get some
money

•

Question: I read somewhere that some government organization
in California was starting a breakfast program for the school
children, identical as a matter of fact to what the Panthers
are doing.

BOBBY LEEs Right.

Question? >Jov, I don't knew much about the economic level, but
it sesms that the government could use the money as a fcrm of

counter-insurgency to establish its own breakfast programs and
its own free health clinics. Dc you see this as a threat, and
if the government does move ahead of you ...

BOBBY LEEs We?.l , we wish like hell they would move and feed
some of these Kids around here, and open clinics. You know what
I mean, but hell, they got the best medical system in this country
right now and people ain't meeting their needs „ It is just like
they got the best money, you're talking about money, you know what
I mean, we wish like hell they would hurry up and do it. But they're
not.

Questions But if they do that, wouldn't that delay the revolution?

BOBBY LEE; They ain't going to do it.

Questions Well . • •

BOBBY LEE : That's just like annual income, you know.

Question: I.ook I mean, when they really get hard pressed

they might have to be • . .

BOBBY LEEt No, when they get hard pressed, Jack, they're going
to a Fascist system.
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Question: When they get hard pressed . . .

BOBBY LEE: When they get hard pressed, they ain't going in no
socialism, Jack. They're going to 'do what MUSSOLINI did.

Oti Art 4- A nrk * LJ<_i1 1 V»rt\r 1 tin Vie t^rt n i nn \rm 1 all fVaatt

Questions Wait a minute, man, you've seen pressure situations in

this country. You've seen (unintelligible) and you've seen
Chicago and you have seen Washington , D C. and Charlotte and
Winston-Sal em, North Carolina. Yc»j have seen Atlanta, Georgia
You knov what they do when they get really hard-pressed. When they
get really hard pressed, they say Hoy, man, they're going to take our

have seen then qjve m^^icarf? and „

Question Do you realise, whr-i medicare was instituted in the

German stater, medicare w3r~ effective or instituted in Germany
in l'd60. We're m.ly a century behind time. Lcok, as far as

these contradictions are cor.o.rned, we're better than a century
behind, They've got a lie attached on to this, this is shit

Questions I realize it's shit, but all you got to do is remind
the people (rest unintelligible) .

BOBBY LEEt Yeah, well y<xi know they're not going to give it.

That's like the p^rr people's march, man, that's for annual
incpme, Man, you know, if they give people for annual income,

yuu \nyw WHetl MU'i <*'L I'V'jirj y Ull» w-ruxw Tic va liavc vrvu

already.

Question? That's a bunch of shit what they're giving . • .

BOBBY LEE: That's right. And we know this, man.

Question: And it's hard to convince people.

BOBBY LEE: But see, this is the thing about heightening the

contradiction. That's just like man, decentralization of the

police, man, community control of the police. You know fucking
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well, man, that when we meet these policemen, you know, when
we meet them on this campus, get ap here and make so many
commitments. .But see, we can't worry about conimandisnw You know,
MAO tal Ved about command ism. We can f t practice* We have to ait
down and relate this thing, observation and participation, man.
And let the pecple see for themselves. That's how to heighten
contradictions. You set up these programs, man, and let them
see* Some may not see it and some will. Put you just can't do
it, man. If you do that's nrt being honest* You have to deal
democratically. Wot k wit'n th^ people and heighten contradictions
with them* .Let them see ?. t. And you know fucking well that
this country ain't going to give nobody nothing, nothing*

Question: Ye*h f but they 1 re goirg to try to make it look like
they are giving them s*me*hin.

BOBBY LFSs, Ch, yeah. But that's just like Chicago, man, like
some of 4 he cities, man, «h^:. r people have been demonstrating
about taking shotgun- off t front of the dashboard* Well,
what they've dene they've taken the shotguns off the dashboard
and put them in the trir?>. And see the people don't see them
any more and they say ve'v*a or>r the victory* But the shotguns
are in the trunk no»„

Question? How do you emphasise the fact that they are still in
the trunk and people can't e* them?

BOBBY LEE: Well, wh*n the people talk about putting the trunks
on, when people t *lk ab^ut taking them off , we'll pose that,
we*ll pose that. Y u bw, and see, let them know it's in the
trunk

.

Questions Fecple are going to know anyway.

BOBBY LEE; The people know it anyway. I mean it's still,
man, still man, the people are going to know it, man. They're
going to know it. Because them fools are going to get silly
one day and get reactionary. The people will know it. They
might go along three weeks without those shotguns out, but once
something happens, man, just like it happened in Chicago on
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53rd and Laurel (phonetic) , all of them cats went to their trunks,
Jack- and Dulled out them .15 aauae Reminaton shotauns- vicious- -- - - w - - A ^ ---«# - - m * - — —

•12 gauge Remington shotguns.

Question: You know, the problems of blacks in this country are
for the most part the probl^ns of colonized people, right?

BOBBY LEKs Right.

K W *^ W v.* « v * a a a «i*
-»J

A. v • w* a^ w ^ %p" a • *a • a »- "»» -4. aai a*-^ *aur a*> w / *>•«» « aasw^aiav* a>

said, TROTSKY, MAO, and (unintelligible), especially
that incited liberation, ^itioral liberation, how can they build
socialism within the United States (rest unintelligible) .

BOBBY LEE; w*U $e« #
or< not jus*- t liking about . . .

Question: Well that's : r» a strong nationalistic sense . . .

BOBBY LEEs Well see, like, ye*?.h, we have already come to that
stage of nationalism il^ea^y-

Questions But the masses of the people haven 1 t . . .

BOBBY LEE: Yeah, but the masses of the, right, but the masses
of the peoplehaven 1

t man. See, well see, but now we're at
a stage, we get a revolutionary culture now » See , because if
there is a large portion gone through this nationalistic stage,
man, and I think 1 tend to disagree with you* That's a very
rarp dude you don f t F(?c the AF.ro on new. You knaur what I

mean, all over the country* Well see now*

Questions But that's not nationalism,

BOBBY LEE: Yea}), w«li okay, y«?mh. But see now, you know,
like you know, all your culture now has got to be a revolutionary
culture now, and cut that other shit out. You know what I mean.
Like JOHN C0LTRA1N (phonetic), see, sang, and you see where he
went. Yeah the music has changed. You see where JAMES BROWN is

singing now. You know, revolutionary culture. Art and all this
shit. And that way you're catching up with all the people that's
been left out, man. I mean with the mass of the people left out.

You hear then in their culture man, I mean like . .
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Question? Yeah, but like the masses of the people haven* t got
their psyches (phonetic) together yet*

BOBBY LEE: Yeah, well okay- But see, you can go right back . .

Question: (Unintel liy ihlc) «

BOBBY LEE: But it goes rigV. back, it goes right back to heightening
the contradictions , nun, it g«K»s ri*tht back to that. But you got to
have patience, you got to h^ve patience with these people, man.
White people, black people, bi own people. And that goea right
back to heightening the contradictions at all times, speak out at

all times. And it goes right back to that Jack, it goes right
back to that, r*:>n, beightenir'f of contradictions. About the civil

rights thing*

Question: -K !*ve you received »my reaction from the people you named
last night an being so-called Panthers in Greenstor o and Charlotte?

BOBBY LEE: Bo, we talked w.JHi the reporters in Charlotte today
and their namr.s will be on the pr ess tomorrow,

Onoaf inn* T # m wr 1 f i nn f or a PVi^rl n^w<?nanftr. I've noticed

that the Panthers, this group of people in Charlotte wanting a

Panther charter, were refused,

BOBBY LEE: Say what?

Questions But I knew the people in Charlotte wanting a Panther

charter were refused the charter. Why?

BOBBY LEE: Well, see number one they started off wrong. See,

when they wanted a charter they had went to far with their shit
already. You know what I mean, I mean, I mean, like the thing

they were doing in Charlotte They were Panthers before they wanted
one. They were an organization before they wanted one. See, and
that was wrong. And they have made so many mistakes with their,

so many mistakes before they even called and wanted one, that they
couicm t g ei. une in vnan^Lte, nuw • mcy wwu u ycu wu«? ah mioh
now, if they, you know. And I've got the names of all of them.

See, and this come from national.
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Question: (Unintelligible)

.

BOBBY LEE; All right, August 16, 1969, they have a shoot-out
at the Chick-N-Ribs Restaurant. AJ.1 right , they been shooting
among black people there, extortion, having rallies.

uuvsuivu* ru»x J.U Lnt; j ituiv = v/x l-iic da bua rauuiciDf

BOBBY LEE ; All in the name of the Black Panther Party. They don't
have no breakfast for children program there. They don't have no
free heal th. clinic program there. No food-buying club program
there. They're not fighting racism there. They don't have no
coalition with working cla^s whites there, and they 1 re not trying
to have a coalition with working class whites* So they're a bunch

Question: Sort of like XJ<JK . . «

BO^DY LEE; Man, look here, no, look here. At least KKK don't
be shooting nt their own people

.

Question; (Unintelligible) #

Question- In Greensboro, North Carolina, GEORGE DORSETT, United
Klans of America, found a couple of friends of mine, a boy and
girl, black and white, together, and they were like . . •

BOBBY LEE; Okay, okay, but I just made a statement. Let's get
back to that. The mother-fuckers, we won't go through that. But
what I'm saying is that they're not Panthers, there is no Panther

charter in the South Branch is in Houston, Texas, see? And these
niggers names is GRO^TSR BENNETT, BENJAMIN HAIRSTON, BEN CHAVIS,
JOHN COVINGTON, ROCHESTER WALL , VERONICA HUGGINS, BENITA COLBERT,
JEAN GATOR, JACK DIXON, LEONARD SMITH, JAMES BLACK, JAMES CRCWDER,
BEN COVINGTON. In Wi as ton-Salem there is no chapter or branch
there, and in Greensboro, North Carolina there is none there.
And in August 16, 1969, in a shoot-out at Chick-N-Ribs restaurant
uirjcucso ai y / anu dcc v*xxx r ouwiiclp v.v /vaixcu t»awh-

wide, man, niggers to be called renegades, bandits, dudes on eagle
trips, don't know what Panthers, don't know we're a political
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organization* Racists when we're not racist* Shooting at black
people when we don't even shoot at nobody* So if that means #

if ELDRIDGE CLEAVER would go to Charlotte, North Carolina now,
the people up. there are so up-tight they might kill him.

Question: Well BEN CHAVIS, what is he? I've heard of him before*

BOBBY LEE: He goes to school up there

.

Question: {Unintell igible)

.

Question: What are you going to do to control this? They're
still wearing the Black Panther uniforms*

BOBBY LEE: Yeah, well see, but see, this is the thing* Now,

we wanted to be here for a while. See, see, believe in this*
And the thing about heightening the contradiction by having
press statement, you are the people got to have guts enough to
control it.

Question: Are you going to Charlotte?

BOBBY LEE: We're not going to Charlotte now. We're here. Let
them simple fools get down* And I'll tell you something, see, the
thing about this, see, these cats, 75 chapters in this country know
these cats. The paper came out this week nationwide, with every
one of these dudes' names in it, nationwide.

Question: What have you got, a black list or something?

BOflBY LEE: Hell, yeah, they're blacklisted. If they ain't
blacklisted, I don't * . .

Question: What does that mean?

BOBBY LEE: I mean they're not Panthers. That's what, what
does blacklist mean? They're not Panthers, they're not Panthers,
period. Period, they're not Panthers.

Question: (Unintelligible)

.
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BOBBY LEE: And of them will ask you for $10 in Charlotte,
K7i-»%-*-V> r» -> -i « -» . : MM -u ^ i „ t-_M .ki_ M~. — a i _ a. • a. _ a. ^«wi wji vatwiAiiai ^oy l jjc » <f jr ajiujlfcM. aim IW Liyin^ gQw O
breakfast for children program, yQu tell him he's a damn liar*
This ir like the same shit happened in Washington, D. C. Six
weeks ago four Panthers, v<? 'Im't know where they # re from, four
c* -''^an crsa rojj'.rvi n ti 'i ji tnk i t u <? ~> # vwu , w-jin, Laim ng aovui yuu "

,

going to oj.ru a Bl *ck Panther Farty in Washington, D. C. and
we don't even bav- 3 br an :>i there. They w~nt to a
(unintelligible) low firm in G^rg^T^i in Washington, D. C. f

*^v« *ut. -L, i pi ^'
f
^J ^ wvj L C — ^ J. i iy y J i yj 9 (i<9l|| aiiU IJwJL Wt3 CI J. C , WiyJUl^

like h :ll to feel these kid* every rooming, going to jail every
day, getting killed, you k^cw vhat 1 mean, going in exile, and
hete ? s scwe mcthw fuckers ro*n f going ^rouud here collecting
y hi 1 v w v # * * ; y 1 i )

r

« 1 '.1 f x u-L'i ^ g v/ l. J*"-* jjajLl jjwiiu

to get cut* tv J n 1
? 3-vvw Ivv in the hell w*r 're going to get

out frcr th ;
.i=

lr ip dfwp S^'jtb^vrrn vp'rn finished. And you can
imagine the noiwy they've coVlritrd in Charlotte, North Carolina.

Qucstirn:: i M>*nk 'hey'vo g' t ft kirrJet garten set up there and
I think they Crllo.a Mr-tn FAr-Mier Cubs.

RORHY T.FR «= Yf-ih an^ «w . _ *<»jit>\ no t^o! i i r»« rnnl H unn 4 man ino

being racist, having shrct outs with black people and white
people, can you Lmaq inc how they are fucking all them kids?

OiiP^t i On » /F irct nar f nr»i nfr* ol 1 i rr IM o ^ T **ran+- + r> Vnnu >tnu nin

we help fight the contradictiens as far as black people are
concerned. GDS f-> ox^mple in c*ne j>oint (rest unintelligible).

BOPBY lUE w-?i i - o
# that is SD3 j *b *.o see that, man.

Questions (Unint^ll igibl '^.)

BOBBY LEEt Lester. 7 Well see LESTEH m^ide a statement. Yeah*
right. Well scr, TESTER made a damn statement that was entirely
revolutionary, Jock. N'>w y?>u tead, did you read the statement
first? I mean *h<> firFt statement that he made about the Black
Panther Farty ar.H 4 Y^una Patriots and all power to the people?
Did you read that?

Question: Yeah.
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BOBBY LEEs See, I*ESTER undoubtedly doesn't know what all power
to the people means.

Question: Yeah, vrll T thirK the man's main purpose war about
the slogan . . „ (rest uninte.U igibl*>> •

BOBBY LEE* Well the? 5lc-j"in i? * very important thing , man. Slogans
are a very ir>pcr**Mt thing *o 1 hr> pncple, to propagandize the people,
man. You kn^> vh;*l ' meiru THt f s just like MALCOLM X. All y'all
go around here isiJcifg about by ^ny u<?3ns necessary. That was
MALCOLM'S woxdr, you know, th-» slogan mparts a lot, man.

r.- on s Yr ^hf 4-he print Mr it se^, though/ is not so much
LESTER 1 s DTcJument , b^-^n* fc^d * lot wrong with • • .

(re^t unintelligible).

fcOBB* Liii. i -i:i':Ml., yv' } find southing wrong with ours too,

man •

Question: (rirst p?: * »>r>j" f - 1
i iaiblr) counter -revolutionary

,

but the point is, d' 'hi' r y . ; i s ha' e the right to tell this
man that he clotsn't Invo f h<- x icrht as . . .

BOB^y LF.^: Ihny ba U><> t ight. Th'-y have the right. They
have the right* Ihry h-w^, if everybody has the right to
disagree with s rm\oh^y f m->n. Ard that was political, that was
very political* Look hero* man. 50 what, that 1 * vhat*s wrong
now. See, now you're making 3 racist statement. Yes you are,
yes you are, nnn, You kn^, berau^e see, if LESTER makes a statement
against organization if .f "

1 * vite and this organization
analyze 9 it politically v»nd te*l nothing is wrong, it*s their right
to do it. And I'm <?ure IKST^s j s an op^n dude, Jack, and he

(unintelligible)- If ho didn't he is just like you. But
I think everybody, like wr> have a right, like PL, Progressive Labor

>1 1 «r«i«V»f i^V*r> r r if v>*.M CT.7 Tho TV1 »r- VDar fir l.*V» r> r» if ^ TT_ 7 Panther Party did
That's right. Who raosei the plit? ?*;e Black Panther Party/ see?
All right, SDS , I mc%n, ycu act to, X mean, see, this is the
thing, man, if people aren't above? rake criticism.
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Question: Yes # but black cir cums tances and white circumstances
right now are very much different and have been for the last
300 years*

BOBBY LEE; No, man, no. See, that's what's wrong now, man*
That's what's wrong, man. That's what's wrong. Politically,
when you give a political criticism, man, it's good. I mean

,

good or bad it is right , man*

Question: Which in the point that T %m making. That LESTER as a

radical brother had the right to make a criticism . • .

BOBBY LEE i Okay, 1 didn't rebuke that, but I said they also have,
this group if they critirized . . .

Questions But they don't have the right to tell him that he
doesn't have the right to criticize.

BOBBY LEE: Ko, man no. No. They didn't say that. They didn't
suy that. Thoy just cams down and LESTER gave a criticixm of all
power to the people.

Question: (Unintelligible) ... to criticize the Black Panther
Party, that he criticizes the vanguard party and . . .

BOBBY LEE: All revolutionary organizations . . .

Question: And all over the world.

BOBBY LEE: But he criticized all power to the people, that's what
LETTER, he criticized that connotation. And that's the word that
is used all over thc> world, man, as far as socialism is concerned,
that's the word that's used in Cuba, that's the word that's used
in, right. And po what it said, LESTER is criticizing people.
Because all your revolutions all over the country, man, like half
the wnr)H xight now have been liberated through the Marx or

Leninist theory. See, and Socialism 1b all power to the people
when you say that. And so when LESTER came down, see like, don't
get me wrong, man, LESTER has been rolling some beautiful shit*

He's got some brothers together. You know what I mean. But
LESTER made that statement. Now I don't know if LESTER meant
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it like that, and I hope he writes back and clarifies, I mean
everybody is hoping he will write back and clarify it* You know
what I mean. But see, like the Young Patriot organization wrote
x-t a. i _ a. , w_ _i_ *. a t / — i_ ^ i i :.ivi —.1 v.a"-— — —

-

Liidw x n utt>i jjcilt a. « miiu we
,

\ luixziten xy xux « ; yecaiwv
we can't understand where in the he}l, because BOBBY SILL, BOBBY
SILL (phonetic) went to jail, I mean BODBY SILL trying to build,
BOBBY SILL trying to figure out where in the hell he's coming*
(next few words unintelligible)* But it happened that the Patriots
wrote this thing in and he wrote on bohalf of all of them* And
I hope like hell that they clarify that, because when you cut off
all power to the people, then you cut Socialism down. You cut

_ |uuxiiii:jl x xy ijjjlc/ .

Question: But the thing I'm saying is, that what to be done is

given criticinrr (n^xt fr>w words unintelligible), is whether black
groups and vhi+t- 'jrouns have the right to appoint vanguard bodies
in the bl^ck rrwurunity •

BOBBY LEE s Pnt no, rO • . •

BILL FE/PBRMAN: Wait, let inc d?al with this* How in the hell
can Young Patriots appoint the Black Panther Party the vanguard?
We never done that. We never done that.

Questions SDS, Yeah, right.

BILL FESPERMANi SDS didn't appoint the Black Panther Party.
**lt 1- W* A 1 .1— J- > . _— A. 2 mm^mm-Jm £ X. mm — 1 £ mm mm m~ V» mm. m . mmm mm m m+m mm «3 ti?Axne oidL'K rauiwifx rsixuy t;» tdui xt> i it-u xuotrxx as cue vony uaiu,

established ourselves as the vanguard in the white community.
Now, MADDOX, I almost said LESTER MADDOX.

i

Question: Suppose that for example RO*: CUERIGA (phonetic) doesn't
make it, that the Panthers are vanguard of . . . -

BOBBY USE: Well who is RON CUERIGA, though?

Question: He's shit as far as I'm concerned.

BOBBY LEE: Okay, okay.

Question: But he is a alack Panther and his brother is wozking in

a black community.
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BOBBY LEE: What is he doing, but what is he doing, though?

BOBBY LEE; Yeah, but see, as long as, the thing about it is that
RON CUERJT-a (phenolic) ain't talking about no revolution, man*
He ain 9 t paid tic -thing about that.

Question Hr-'s bren talking about shit, but that's not the issue,
though, white folks . • .

BOBBY LEE; Ynah, but ?r>e , who is LESTER? But see, the thing about
it when yru tai k about vanguard parties, man, white vanguard parties,
brown vamM,j>xd jr^rtl^*;, red or yellow vanguard parties, man, you
are uninq tV »<;!« iut l.h"r*y as a guideline, which LESTER

(•.v^tf.n jg;.H i ) . So God damn, we're all of us on

the sair^ :'*- f j..ii*3. Anyone of you could have criticized us.

Anyone cl u r ;uld havi . .

BILL VLSVmv N; JULJU3 LESTHn, J\*LIUS LESTER, , has said that,
has sai'J thai, ycu kivj^, a white can't be a revolutionary and
JESSIE JACKSON has said there is no white leadership, and what
JESSIE J\cv^n*i i/, saying there is no white leadership like
JESSIE JACKSON. And that'* bullshit.

Questions Put I'm not saying, his mama was a prayer book and in

the second place, you know, JESSIE JACKSON was a preacher. So
the man's gotti h r<v? somf* problems right there. But that's
not the isruc-. K?e, tho ispuo is the relationship between
bl<ack radical groups on the onr> hand and white radical groups
on the othor h^nd , and tho implication that thin has regarding
the r aciul .

BOBBY LEEt Yc^h, but see, you still missing the point. See,

you're talking ?bout radical, and white radicals, and Patriots
are not no radical 3. They're revolutionaries, man. And then you
got to under rtnnd nlso man, that all of those are revolutionaries
and got revolutionary men, and damn JULIUS LESTER ain't shit, that
nobody can't criticize him, white, black, and hrown or red. And
so you like talking about black liberation, we're talking about
black liberation, hut at the same time we're talking about
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coalition of other oppressed people, see? So therefore, when

he don't dig words, now what he did (unintelligible).
The only revolutionary organization* in this country, you know, he
didn't cut the revolutionary organization of CASTRO in Cuba, in
ftmit-Vi fimnT i Or mran *% ti Ifrina PtrAn 4 «s 1 n» fVia a ^mn •Is ^ v\s<r

that they'll see* So, see, he ain't that dam great that he can f t
be criticized* You know what I mean.

Question* 1 don't mean the man can't be criticized* See, the
whole thing Urn saying, see, what I'm trying to raise questions
about is the relationship between black revolutionary groups and
white revolutionary groups and the implications that kind of
relationship thst thoy have will (unintelligible) for
black liberation*

BOBBY I3E: Yeah, but see . . .

Questions (Unintelligible) The national groups, and the hang-up
that you and I know that black people have anyway.

BOBBY T.EE: Right* Vfcll still, you're still missing the point,
num. When all other revolutionary . . • wait, wait, wait. I'm
trying to say that when all revolutionary organizations,
including the Panthers, the Patriots, (unintelligible),
Young Lords , when they are following one guideline, man, the
MarxistH^eninist theory, that's all the guideline, and then when
they're heightening the contradiction in their communities, and
we're heightening the contradiction as far as black liberation
is concerned, white liberation, brown liberation, then man, they're
even collectively, eoc what I mean, (unintelligible)
to criticize a cat like LESTER.

Questions Yeah, but at the same time, like LEONARD HESS
(unintelligible) in the Russian situation, MAO has walked out in
China • • .

BOBBY LEE: And we got to make (unintelligible) here,
and let's come on back here.
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Question: Is the same thing that we've got here. Given, you know,
that racism is a much more important factor here than in any
place else in the world* What are we going to do with this?

BOBBY LEE: Well that's the core, that's the core of the thing
here. That we got to fight a whole front. See, the thing, you
run all these things down, but see in Cuba, man, it was the
peasants, man, ayainst the bourgeoisie, man. China, peasants
against the bourgeoisie. Africa black and white. See what I

mean? Her e< you got all kinds of nationalities and groups
besides black groups that are oppressed in this country. Ain't
no way in the world no bunch of niggers is going to go run off
a revolution because you ain't got no niggers ready, you know.

Question: I tell you, you got to get the brothers ready at the
same time, the Puerto Ricah cats ...

ROBBY I.KE: That's what it's all about. All right.

Question: Get the Mexican brothers ready at the same time the white
brothers are getting the poor whites together and the white working
class together.

HORRY LEE: All right, see this is what we mean by . . .

question: Revolutionary power, yeah. But should we come together
before a revolution?

BOBBY LEE: Look here man, that's why you got a Black Panther
Party in the black community. That's why you got the Young
Patriots in white oppressed communities, uptown Chicago.

(Space in tape, unintelligible)

BOBBY LEE: But everybody got the same guidelines. The first

basic guideline is fighting racism. And the secrnd basic, along
with the first guideline of fighting racism, is meeting that
basic need. But when you're on the same ideology, man, you don't
have to be living in the same community. See what I mean?
It is already naturally together. You know what I mean, it's

already naturally together.
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(The following roimrrmts were made by GEORGE DOYLE*
WCHL News,)

GEORGE D"VT»K (phonrt; i< ) 9 W'H^. N-iva, speaking to a fairly
packed house tonijhl, i; >nL2i LEfi n.d BILL FESPERHftN, members of the
Black Panther organ izati on and the Young Patriots from Chicago,
Illinois are now lct./ing They showed three movies
tonight about the Black farthers arl their w^rk with the Young
Patriots organization, and they tach talked for about 20 minutes *

and spent 30 -minuses for qvzsticns and answers with those in the
audience. The Yoai:

:j
Patriots organization, which was represented

by BILL FESPERMfcN, wl o was their field secretary, is a political
organization of working youth in the uptown aiea in Chicago. They
arc in coalition with t.he FHa'.k Panther Party of which BOBBY LEE
is the field secratnrj in the Illinois Chapter. And they're
also allied with the Young Lor is organization, the Latin Eagles,
and the Lincoln Park Patriots. They were farced to cut short
tonight as the Carolina Union closrd at 11:00 p.m. and son©
thought that Ihey might go over to a classroom building on the
campus

.

It vas a .long eveninj and much was discussed, and
many went away feeling differently about today's society. But
the main question in everybody's mind is what is going to happen
to racism? Who arc the Black Panthers? What are they trying to
do? What are their real goals? And what are the goals of the
racists that they corderon? Many people walked away confused.
GEOpGE DOYLE, WCIITj N^ws, from the UNC campus.
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(The following speech was made by CARL DAVIDSON on

DAVIDSON is a former national officer of the SDS, currently
with the "Guardian. ")

Can you hear roe speaking like this # sitting down?
Okay, good. First off, I'll tell you a little bit about the

nature of the meeting. And hopefully I won't speak too long
so we can spend a lot of time with questions.

Early in July thirty young Americans, mostly SDS,

received an invitation from the Provisional Revolutionary
Government ofSouth Vietnam and the North Vietnamese to attend
a meeting in Havana, Cuba* This wasn't the first time that

representatives of (unintelligible) organizations have
met with the Vietnamese people, but the nature of this meeting was

a little bit different. First was the makeup of the American
delegation. Unlike previous delegations that have met with the
Vietnamese, this delegation was pretty much politically
homogeneous in the sence that it represented the, more or less,
the hard core of the New Left, rather than having a broad
representation of everything from liberal to radical groups.
The other thing, and this composition of the American delegation
was at the request of the Vietnamese*

Theother thing that was different was that it was the
longest and most intensive meeting that the Vietnamese have had
with Americans. It lasted a total of eight days. It was held in
^<very secluded spot outside Havana, where we didn't come into
much contact with Cubans but mainly just sat morning, noon, and
night in discussions, workshops, panels, speeches, both from
the Vietnamese and from the Americai? delegation.

The main thing I want to talk about is the message
that the Vietnamese presented to us. And how they outlined
the current situation in Vietnamese liberation struggle. They
started by giving you a history of the military and political
struggle in Vietnam, how it's developed up to the present point/
where the U. S., as they put it, has been defeated politically
and militarily in Vietnam.
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As they see it, the war has gone through three different
periods. The first period of the war which started, actually
started picking up in around 1960 up until 1965, is the period
what they cali special war. This p.s where the U. S. followed
pretty much the strategy of using Green Beret kind of advisors

and tried to rely upon the puppet army in Saigon as the mrin force
of fighting against; the viet;n3mese. In 1965 the Vietnamese said
they had defeated this strategy and if you remember at that time
what had happened, JOHNSON h*d ordered the massive escalation
of American preseri ;e in Vietnam, and had started the bombing of

North Viet >artw

The Vietnamese saw the fact the U. S. had to do this as

n 7,ign of victory on their purt because that it meant that all the
u . 5 • theories of counter insurgency (phonetic) and special warfare
had com~ to naught, that they were not able to organize a sufficient
>j?ise for the Saigon machine, that they had not been able to win the
rr.inds aryJ hearts of the people to fight, to fight fcr the U„ S., and
as a tesult had to rely upon the massive escalation, sending one=

h;Uf million U. S. troops.

The second period of the war that bega.i at that time
J. ^ wiidi uriLsy taxi , weix Liiey uxviuc it iiilc lwu pdi lo, -lh

South Vietnam they call it the strategy, the U. S. was following
the strategy of limited war. And in the North they called the war
destruction, destruction against North Vietnam, mainly an air
wul • nxtn untr euvppmy ^ l uit wiuuiJivj aim wiui t-iit? i-n=y Aimj-uy wi

the tetoffens ive (phonetic) , the Vietnamese felt that both of these
strategies of the U. S. had been defeated* But the U. S., around the
time WESTMORELAND was kicked out of Vietnam, kicked upstairs, that

rt r> 1 — a_ i f J ~J 3 a. l x. i i Ji^J ...... -C^T n .^.^ *-*Ulhu u« «. xii nit; liiHL iuu diiu LiidL ixmiteu wax, xwxxi/wcu unc
strategy of search and destroy missions.

And a later period in limited war that they had followed
a. p utai.cr^y liiol Liicy Laj.icu ^ j. c ax anu jfvj.ui> mc w« w» » 0.0 iiw

longer able to carry out search and destroy and clear and hold
operations* And they saw that as defeat of limited war.
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In terms of the war of destruction against North
Vietnam, the Vietnamese people convincingly argued that the
U, S, thought this bombing of North Vietnam, not out of any
moral sensibilities , but mainly because the error of destruction
was defeated in the North by organizing people's war against
it, mainly, that the massive anti-aircraft activities, from
women in the rice paddies shooting at planes with rifles to the
Soviet SAM missiles, had caused such a toll in terms of the
number of U. S. aircraft shot down, it caused such economic
strain on the U. S. in terms of what it was supposed to achieve,
namely to stop the North from supplying material support to the
South, that they were able to continue to give material aid to
the Sor.th and they wore not able to break the resistance of the
North Vietnamese people . In fact, the resistance of the North
Vietnamese people increased and they were not able to disrupt
the economy of North Vietnam • In fact, the economy of North
Vietnam increased its output throughout that period.

So they say that as mainly, that the Vietnamese people
themselves played a decisive role in defeating the war of

destruction in the North, although they do so that almost as
important was the international public opinion calling for the
stopping of the bombing in North Vietnam.

All of you probably know about the tetoffensive (phonetic).
The tetoffensive marks the period the Vietnamese see as the final
bankruptcy of the strategy of limited warfare. That with all of
its military might, sophistocated technology, that the U. S. was
not even able to find out ahead of time about the spontaneous
uprisings in 140 -some cities all across South Vietnam, let alone
to do anything about it. The Pentagon likes to make the claim
that the tetoffensive was primarily a psychological victory and
that it didn't really have that much political fruit. But the
way the Vietnamese see what came out of the tetoffensive in terms
of political goals was the formation this spring of the Provisional
Revolutionary Government of South Vietnam which is made up mainly
of two forces, the National Liberation Front and the Alliance of
National Democratic and Peace Forces. The latt %r coalition of
organizations developed mainly as a result of the tetoffensive in
the cities and represents elements within the cities that have
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previously been neutral or wavering, but as a result of the
tetoffensive had politically been won over to the struggle of

the National Liberation Front. And to get in an even broader
united front than the Vietnamese had ever had in the past, they
formed the Provisional Revolutionary Government.

Now I think that it's important to understand that
the Provisional Revolutionary Government that is formed is no
mere paper organization or just the NLF under another name*
At this time four -fifths of the territory of South Vietnam
and 11 million of the 14 million people in South Vietnam live
in areas administered by the Pro isional Revolutionary Government*
Now when I say administered, you have to understand that the
Provisioned Revolutionary Government is not just a body of

political representatives , but a full civil and political
administration. They have schools, they run schools, health
services, p03t offices, develop agricultural reforms, and agri-
cultural programs, agricultural activities, everything that
a revolutionary aovernment can be involved in.

«# -s

It has in every village in the liberated areas elected
1 >cal revolutionary committees that are chosen by the people in
those villages by direct elections* In some of the contested
areas they have Provisional Revolutionary Committees , but in
the contested areas they're not elected but rather appointed until
such time as those areas are secured and brought into the liberated
zones when the representatives in those areas will then be elected.

At this point the u. S. military strategy in Vietnam
or the position of the U. S. military in Vietnam is one of completely,
completely defensive position* The U. S. forces are mainly
concentrated in large cities or around large military bases, and
are unable to move throughout the countryside. It's sort of what
used to be called Gavin's (unintelligible) Theory

,

r^k^l *r TT C U A r^r-, f- «5 Vur a m -a 4- f fit* r^'f fvao V\#-\ -J Vtii+» UAro

more or less pushed into it. Even in these completely defensive
positions the U # S. bases are constantly under attack and assault
from the People's Liberation Armed Forces. For instance, just one
indication, 40 per cent of the U. S. military forces in Vietnam
right now are dedicated totally just to the defense of the perimeter
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around Saigon, that they're just completely tied up doing that,
protecting their own supply lines, trying to just mainly try to

At present the only kind of offensive, if you can call
them that, offensive operations that the U. S. military is able
to pull off in Vietnam are of two sorts. Both of them are very
cynical, I think, in terms of the Ir.iman cost of the war. The
one tactic that is the use of (unintelligible) troops
in Vietnam that has supposedly replaced search and destroy and clear
m. *\A V» rs'y A A a. r> f nnf t /-« 4- V» o f Vto fl Q » 1 1 es "l r\4- crnan+ "i r^r\ v~ fwn » v*QUU 11^.1. VJl, ^.£7 CI fc*\_ I- V- WIIUU Uift W» fr*. V< QIJ. A 0 All W (. i. >- ^ -I.W » J Will •

And basically the way the Vietnamese explained this to us is what the
U. S. does is take a bunch of GI's in a helicopter and fly them
out into snpiew' ere in the liberated areas and drop them, and then
they'll sort of have observation planes which watches which
direction they get viped cut from. And then at that point they
use that to" decide where to send the 3-52*3 to bomb. In other
words, they* re urging Gi's as decoys • And that's basically what
4- V» f\\ - 4- *Vsa* * \r +- Vfc e*. T) anr\1 o ' c» T » Krtr til A f*>*-\ ArmAi^ V* /•sv r^no e aA *V»^+- 4- o If*

One of the people who we spoke to was a Regional
Commander of the People's Liberation Armed Forces near, in

a region near Quay, in South Vietnam • And he ran down for us in
a very systematic way a lot of the different bankrupt strategies
of the U* S. military.

representatives of national minorities, or working youth, official
representatives of both the DRB and PRG, journalists, school
teachers. There was quite a wide variety of different Vietnamese,

The other tactic t hat the U. S. uses is what they
call accelerated pacification. And essentially the way that
works is that helicopter gunships or planes will come in and

away from the napalm, then they drop anti-personnel weap:ns, these
pellet bombs and then come in with napalm and more bombs, until
the total destruction. That's what the U. S. calls accelerated
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pacification. Basically other than these two things, the main
aspect of U. S. military strategy in South Vietnam at this point
is the bombing . And most of the bombing is not even done from
airfields in Vietnam, but rather planes are sent either Cr'-m

Thailand, Guam or from aircraft carriers off the shore of Vietnam*
As most of "u probably know, that recently the bombini of South
Vietnam has been increased, tbnt it already has taken, and the
level of it has just been incredible, since more bombs have been
dropped in Vietnam than everywhere and by everybody in all of
World War II. W^ have to remember that Vietnam is only about
the size of Pennsylvania or New Jersey, or one of those states,
to give you jan idea of the kind of concentration of the bombing

•

The way the Vietnamese look *t it though is very
interesting. The lact th*t the U. S. is reduced to indiscriminate
bombing what they call free strike zenos, *nd at this point almost
all of Soutli Vietnam even including some suberbs of Saigon are
in these free strike zones. That m ans that pilots are allowed
to drop bombs on anything that moves. The way the Vietnamese look
at that is when the U. S. has to use that tactic, again they S'f
that as victory because what that means is that the U. S. is

completely unable to send in ground troops because that area hus
been secured by the People 1 s Liberation Armed Forces, that the Saigcn
army and the Saigon puppet government is unable to send in its
local officials and that it is completely politically and
militarily secured the area to the point that the only thing
the U. S . can do is indiscriminate bombing. And when the U. S.

is reduced to that tactic, the NLF uses that as indication that
they've won in that particular area.

? Presently, one of the things that the Vietnamese, the
way they presented the current struggle and sort of summed it up
at this point is that they see the war in Vietnam being fought
on three fronts at this point. One front is in Vietnam itself.
The second front is in Paris, that f s the diplomatic front. And the
third front is in the realm of international public opinion,
particularly U, S. public opinion.

And feeling at this point in the struggle is that they
have won victory in Vietnam, that they have totally defeated the
political and military strategy of the U. S., that the Saigon Regime
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is more isolated than it ever has been in the past, that it's
disintegrating within itself. This is one aspect of the strategy
of the negotiation . One purpose of the I?LF is engaging in
negotiations.* Als^ to further the contradictions that existed
within the narrow b^sis that did exist in the Saigon Regime, and
to cause further contradictions to develop between that and so
that different people in lower and middle levels of the Saigon
administration vnuld come ovr to the NLF and the Pr ovisional
Psevolutionary Gcernment , so th^t c*Tt ?*in sec' ons of the puppet
army would come over to the NLF,

During the tetotfonsi-e whole units would desert to the
other side. Some unJti don't desert but they work out an agreement
with the ra F where tl; y won't do anything, and they just sort
of sit on their hand?* hurl rcre of thus? agreements are public
Other agrceioer It they Iviv** with people within the Saigon administra-
tion are clandestine. And this has btsri one of the r suits in
their terms oi the negotia* ions in Paris. It > -s caused the further
disintegration and further contradictions to develop within the
two-key regime.

With the presentation this spring of the NLF Ten-Point
Paace Program which came out about the same time as Nixon 1 s Eight
Points, they decided that they had achieved a diplomatic victory
in Paris , that their feeling that the NLF Ten-Point Program is the
only just b? * is for solution to the war* and their feeling is that
they have won the acceptance of that position among almost all
diplomatic circles in the world and have isolated the U. S. in
that sense.

The third front, international public opinion, is what
they feel is crucial at this point. Jt*s particularly within the
U. S. They way they sort of summed it up is that the position
of the U. S. politically and militarily in Vietnam at this point
is much worse than the French position after Dien Bien Thu (phonetir)

.

There is nothing that the U. S* can do at this point to change the
situation that Nixon's talk about Vietnamization of the war or
de-Americanization of the war, of going back to special warfare,
they look on as an absurdity.
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And the way one of them put it, it's taking the strategy,
well it was replacing the strategy that's just been defeated with
one that was defeated before that, and that's what Nixon's up to at
this point. And all of Nixon 'r talk about tro ; ithdrawals and
all the different proposals be comes cut with, they see as not
directed at them at all, that the main objects of all Nixon's
pronouncements is mainly thr> V* S # public • Because they recognize
them as at- urdities , and have? no real relation to the actual
objective situation in Vietnam. It is mainly for domestic consumption
designed to buy Nixon som^ time to try and continue the bombing of
South Vietnam to hope to win back at the negotiating table what the

S. has lost on the battlefield

.

They pee this as something that's completely unacceptable
and hold firmJy to the posit jen that the U. S. must have the total
and unconditional withdrawal of all n # S. troops and dismantling
of all military baser, in Vietnam as the only just basis for solution
to the war. In the p-ist Vietnamese had always been very thankful
for thesuppo.it that they've received from people all over the world,
particul arl y from the American anti-war movement in protesting U. S.
aggression in Vietnam. They see thi mainly as a result of the fact
that their struggle was a just struggle and it deserves the support
of almost all of humanity.

However, in the past, I don't think judging from other
times that I've talked with Vietnamese, that they didn't see it as
so important as, the U. S. anti-war movement that is, as quite as

important as it could be at this point . I think that is the result
of the fact that now the reason why the U. S. anti-war movement
beebmes important at this point is because of the fact of the NLF
rising to the conclusion th^t they have won victory on the other
two fronts, that what has to hrt done at this point is to convince
NIXON that he has to withdraw. Their tuition is that NIXON has
not yet made the decision to leave Vietnam and that even though
they've done everything that they can to convince him in South
Vietnam in terms of defeating him and in costs that's being born
by GI's that he's in a completely irrational kind of position.
And this has to be made clear to the American people.
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Even so, let"s put it this way, the Vietnamese people,
even if there was no anti-wax movement in the United States or

anywhere else in the world, are convinced, and I'm convinced
also, that they would win final victory, that they would, that
Vietnam will in fact win, Thry are* prcpar ed to continue fighting
the war five years, ten years, twenty years, thirty years, until

that they've won the complete withdrawal of all U. S. troops from
Vietnam, At the ^arno time they're willing to do everything short
of compromising thc:;e basic principles to ease the U. S. out of

Vietnam. In fact, they put it if the U. S. troops want red
carpets and flowers strew before them as they go to the boats,

that they 1 11 be glad to oirnup that for them. But thoy will
not budge on the principle r-f total and immediate withdrawal.

At this p'
,; nt, thvy say that the U. S. antiwar

movement can f] %y an njinort tfvr.inivo rol« not in Lh« sense of
whether or net th y will win victory but in the: jenso of whether
the war will end in a y^ar or an clm 1 y time, or whether die

v;n.r will t ?ko 1 onf,c?i to win. New, and that's vhat it about boils
down to, and that 1

** I thinl :»t this point our xesponsibility not
only to the Vietnamese people but to the American people as well*

That 's sort of the general cut line of what the Vietnamese
presented. In each of these e3s they went into a lot more detail
but one thing that they did tnlfc about which is very difficult to
convey unless you've actually met with them and talked with them, and

of 14 million people, how this small underdeveloped nation hi

been able to take on what i* supposedly the most powerful military
machine in the woxld and not only bring it to a grinding halt,
but ;to actually defeat it on the battlefield* The kind of answer
that they gave in prople's war.

But again, I mean, to a lot of people th":t seems just

like a slogan. And a lot of, and when t he military guy was speaking
to us, he had a f*=>w thoughts in his speech, that the greatest
invention of the twentieth century is not nuclear weapons but
people's war. The U. S. will never escape from the labyrinth and
see of fighting of people's war.
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And time and time agsir they emphasized this thing
called peopled war, and what's involved in it. It's hard to
convey it except in a sense of understanding that it's the total
organization and mobilization of al-1 the people in Vietnam in
most total and heioic kinds oi reikis trance on all different levels,
everything' up from the region*! Teople's Liberaion Armed Forces
and units down to fi;,V' wnys foi even children to participate
in the struggle* Non -violent demons tr*tions • Women in a village
when a tank will cane into a vi: laqe, 50 to 100 women without arms
will swarm ont* .

• -r tanks and sit uov/n in front of them and try to
bring them to. a stop.

You know, political struggle is on mBny different levels.
They'll organize women h*~x< Tr.H'b^rds or sons cr brothers who teve
been killed within pupp*»« •in»y to organize demonstrations in the
ritirn. Well 3c l

. me gilve you one example to ;,ive you an idea cf
the wide ranging kinds of things that are involved in fighting
a people's war * (unintelligible) people'* war,
according to JOCK, Nl-iw;n vicri: (phonetic), the North Vietnamese
military thee r is t, is t ought from four dif fere t fronts, a political
front, military, economic, and cultural. One of the most fascinating
aspects of Vietnam.

(The following wa? a question and answer period following
the above speech. Most of the question* were unintelligible. The
answers were given by CARL DAVIDSON.

)

Ques t ion : ( Un int *zl1 ig ibl e

)

Answers Yeah, we went intu, we had a lot of discussion about
that. The nature of the United Front and what kind of information
were within it. Maybe I whould go into that. The Vietnam struggle
is not a struggle for a Socialist revolution. What Vietnamese are
fighting at this stage is what's called a national democratic
revolution. The kind of situation that exists in Vietnam, we have
a colony that's predominantly feudalist, feudal internally, and
externally imperialist and colonialist, where most of the people,
90 per cent of tho people, are peasants. That it's impossible to
make a Socialist revolution. But what has to happen is this first
stage of the National Democratic Revolution. So that means in
terms of the way the struggle has been organized is that _______
(unintelligible) United Front of all social strata in all classes
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in Vietnam have been, has been mobilized to form this national ist

,

nationally democratic government. There are certain things about
that though. There are two levels to the kind of way the Vietnamese
see the United Front. The first level of unity within the front
is the alliance between workers and the peasantry. And this is

the basis and hard core of the front. And part of it is led by
the People's Revolutionary Party, which is the Communist Party
in South Vietnam.

Now the other level of unity is the broader level which includes
just about everybody except a handful of puppets in Saigon. But the
leading element within th^t is the worker-peas ant alliance, you
know, organized and led by the People 1 s Revolutionary Party.

Within the Nation?.! Liberation Front there are three
different political parties . One is th~ Democratic Party, which
represents mainly progressive businessmen and some landlords.
Well, I should say patriotic landlords and businessmen . These are
the ones that have come over to the struggle who've had their
businesses or their land disrupted by U. S. presence and have been
run over with for strictly economic reasons or for patriotic
reasons, have come to the NLF #

The second party is what's called the Radical Socialist
Party, which represents mainly the intellectuals within the cities.
And the third one is People's Revolutionary Party, which represents
workers, peasants, women's organizations, student organizations,
the army and the progressive intellectuals as opposed to the
intellectuals. And that is the leading element within the front.

Now in addition to that, is the organizations of all
different religious sects that exist in Vietnam, different mass
organizations, just about you know, the widest variety of everything.

Now, on* aspect of how far the front is willing to go
is in addition to having the National Liberation Front which is itself
the united front, one thing that's been organized is the National
Alliance of Democratic and Peace Forces which represents a lot of
bourgeoisie elements within the cities, which want to join the
liberation struggle. But for one reason or ancther , mainly anti-
Communism or something, will not come into the National I iberation
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Front so that they've formed an alliance between those two
alliances essentially.

Now in addition to that, the Vietnamese said that they
have another category of people that they 1 re trying to win over

and these are people who do not want to join either of these two
fronts , people who are usually part of the Saigon administration or
anti-Communist 9 but at the same time anti-Amer ican, at least in a

sense that they understand that the U. S. has to get out because
of the war? otherwise, it f s leading to the destruction of Vietnam*
or even to ;the fact that they've just sort of seen the light and
sort of which way the cards have fallen and they understand that
for their own survival if they don f t hurry up and get over to the
other side now, that it's going to be, you know, that they're going
to be defeated. And nCbody wants to be on the losing side.

Now, they have this third category which includes
people who haven't joined organizationally in either of the
alliances or the front but is sort of a, in an organizational
category, but a category based on what people do. They say well
we won't judge you by your past or what kind of things you've done
in the past, but we'll judge you by what kinds of concrete deeds
you do now in terms of aiding the liberation struggle. And this
category is for people who have not joined the United Front of
the Vietnamese People, have not joined the Provisional Revolutionary
Government, but who stand on the side of it in terms of specific
deeds that they do to further the liberation struggle.

Now in terms of what all that means, in terms of the
obtcome that will happen after the war, all elements, even the anti-
Communist ones ate within the Alliance of National Democratic and
Peace Forces, have, and they're a minority group in there, have
accepted the position of reunification and no element or strata
within the front has given up on that.

In terms of, some people were, like some of the Americans
ask questions, they're somewhat worried well, you know, and we
talked to the People's Revolutionary Party people, they say well
are you guys really, I mean does this weaken you, the fact that the
front gets broader and broader. You know, and they point to the
example of Algeria. They even thought the Algerians won it
militarily from the French- that they are politically

(^_—____
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(unintelligible) more reactionary kind of direction. And they
said no, that the way they look at it, the harder the core the
broader the front that you can form. And they say that we've got
a very, very hard core and that the People's Revolutionary Party,
you know, has wide acceptance among the people of Vietnam, that
the head of their equivalent of the Department of Defense in the
Provisional Revolutionary Government, is also the head of the
People's Revolutionary Party. So that, you know, the armed forces
are, at least, are led by the People's Revolutionary Party.

Another things is that the broader the front becomes,
it doesn't make them weaker but in fact makes them stronger. And
that it's a principle, alliance, that it's based on the fact that
the work-peasant alliance is in the leadership of thai, and that
they maintain the principle reunification with the North.

Question: (Unintelligible)

Answer: Well let me present the way the Vietnamese look at it.
One thing that some of the Americans brought up in terms of
different anti-war organizations is that they would say well, this
group or that group is just ant i -war. It's not anti-imperialist.
And they would use that as a way of sort of saying that that
thing is not important. The way the Vietnamese look at it, any
demonstration that's organized in the United States that has a
demand for immediate withdrawal of all U. S. troops from Vietnam,
whether it is led by pacifists, liberals, radicals, revolutionaries,
whatever, is objectively anti -imperialist demonstration, that it
plays that kind of role. As far as, and I think that I'd probably
share that perspective that at this point what is most needed is
tWe hyeldest nossible mass militant demonstrations are united
around the de *nd for iiumediate withdrawal of U. S. troops from
Vietnam. That is, you know, massive and (unintelligible)
tries to take the issue of the war to the working people of the
country. Now I think that that's what we have to do in terms, that
is foremost in terms of our responsibility and also would be most
effective. At the same time my feeling at this point is that any
demonstration from the Quaker Peace March, you know where they read
the names of the war dead in Times Square, bound to the, you know,
the militant kind of thing that the weatherman (next few words
unintelligible) of SDS organized in Chicago in one sense or another
plays an important role. Any demonstration against war as far as
I'm concerned, is a good thing. Some are better than others. Does
that answer your question?
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* Question! Yeah, (Rest unintelligible)

uiunvfc * "W.JL A nave" v st.jl y ..A. -'I iy WX J. I 1^M T W X. L- 1 ^CaLIJ^J, llLOll 1*11X11^

I Maybe we should got into thai in the panel on the Revolutionary
|| Youth Movement. J think it's more i ban to alienate working

people, I think it 1 * an attack on working people . But we can get

Questions (Un intel 1 i g i bl r

)

i „
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I
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j j| there is alwayo a kind of deference between the two. In terms
M of protocol, they alwa. « 5n term* of talking that you always
,|2 vuive a d.i *rtinct5.on between Lhe representatives of the North and

oth^r word*, y« -1 rai**.* certain questions with the North Vietnamese
trr.it are nbo*it S";'b Vietnam, and they always refer you to the
Foutb Viettnnn*!*? at 1

'1 vice vprsi. By the, you kr^w, I mean there's
i- a * * ^'

f>> ^ *» - -*j * m ± a. j_ a. in. v.J L.v^.'. ii i^j i^.jn , w 1. iiv ai) LQVj fj I A. OHIO JJC CWCtSll

th«?m of ?u>j rort: that I covld ever find. And they basically
understand that Vie 4 nam is one, that Vietnam is one country,

f

k
E i
f a popularity oven among non -CoTwrmnists , what impact do you think
tS his death will havf* on them?

before HO CHI MINI! died. He was in New York, and we asked him
just a matter of speculation, that we understood that HO CHI MINH
wafe getting kind of old, and he said that it wouldn't have any
nffor^t •h'h ^ +- i f wnnl ^ hr» a 1 ncc n^f nnT \/ frtr rsf-r^-^mo^o ^a^sI a Kt^4-

for, you krov/ # nil libern* ion struggles, in the sense that HO CHI
MINH is a great man, a great leadei . But cne of the things,
qualities of HO CHI MINH that rn^de him such a great man is that he
understood tbr sn:ihon f* t Vin ^ frnnnl r> norf»cqif\r of rnl 1 orf it/o

leadership and held to that principle throughout the development
of the struggle in Vietnam. Tho way BURCHETTE (Phonetic) put it,
this is in the cyrn of the Vietnamese, that there ate a lot of
other leaders^ T^A CHII7H (phonetic),- LEE DONH (phonetic) 9 PHA DAN
DONG (phonetic) that enjoy a lot of respect in terms not only of
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people of North Vietnam but also South Vietnam, and because of the
fact that they Vietnamese have al'/wys operated on the principle
of collective leadership that HO # s death would not be a hindrance
to the continuing struggle.

Questi on: (Unintelligible)

Answer: Talked about it. pome. First- of all, the Vietnamese
du not consider *: v e American prisoners to be prisoners of war and
they did not consider them to be coming in the jurisdiction of
any kind of intrr national agreements. And that's because there
has been no declaration of ar on the part of the U. S. That's
one thing. And they see it as mainly an act of criminal aggression
and that the^e guys are simply criminals. It's just like if
somebody came to your hrur*? *nrf threw a firo bomb in it # or

r.wncbcdy walker' into your hack yard and started shooting up your
k-'ds. That's, yoo know, thn way they look at these pirates* They
don't see them as prisoners of war. They see them mainly as crimes
against humanity.

Nonetheless, the Vietnamese say that they've, even the
fact that thoy feel that they have every right to try these
guards and even execute them, they have taken what they consider
to be a humanitarian position in the way that the prisoners are
treated and taken care of and expressed a great concern over the
fact that some of the early prisoners that had been released have
been either shut up by the U. S. military or in the case of one
of them, he died. You knew, that made (unintelligible)
a position that he had been killed by the military because he was
a black guy and was going to speak out against war.

In terms ol their attitude toward GI's in general, they
have, in a way they're very saddened by the fact that they have

there as a matter of choice thst they have been forced into a

situation. They say thrvt the morale of the U. S. troops is

incredibly low, and they describe some battlefield teams where
the guys just soit of sneaked out and (unintelligible)
just sort of paddle together and rxin away. They said sometimes
that a bxillet would go through three of them. And they*ve also
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told us that several hundred GI's have gone over to their side
and are now fighting on the side of the NLF. A few of them

propaganda And there are also maybe about two or three hundred
GI's that the Provisional Revolutionary Government, who deserted,

that the Provisional Revolutionary Government has gotten to come

through the (unintelligible) in order to get out of

the struggle. And they do a 1 ot of work with U. S. troops.

I had a 1 <->xiy dis^USSiOji with a military guy from awuu
the way they saw this. And thsy saw it as long range political
work. They talk about they developed out their basic
(unintelligible) , developed in study with them that a lot of the
"CI 'JUpy J. n tPt? Ui2.LLni5>tf piWLi.<rut v/^i c lux filial ixwm vunci

colonized countries. The kind of work that tbsy would do among
the French troop* had a political purpose of trying to send
these guys ow:r bo that when they went back to their respective
countries that they would engage in the liberation struggle*
And they do thf* same sort of work with the American GI's and
have the samp kind of long range international contraspective
on the importance of that. They have GI coffee houses and stuff

Liidl* ±n ^ ct J. y ^-li wii^itr Ljicy xxitu, u nc: ui. o anu t-ii^jr wwx #v

with them end explain to them what people's war is r?l about
end what the struggle is all about. Sometimes they 1 11 win a guy
over. And they told us one story about one guy they * on over who
wdJitcu *y*t"»*sxu iivjiiu unci 1 p i^uo t-u uvuv jjiuc:u uxm w-v

to his battalion, which was a tank battalion, to organize the
rest of the guys, and they said that when he came back he brought
thirty guys with him. And thirty of them as a unit signed over.

Question: Do you have any idea of how many casualties » . •

(rest unintelligible.)

W . r^-sn- . til**1 1 4 V*^ i y *in i t-s 1 4- \r f i nuvaa fkaf +* Vic* WT.TP rr i irce 4 at aKr\i i4-n 1 1*3 .Cl» * ricxx | i, u^:j..' un J \_
jj

j_ ^.^ uj. iii ^ uuu v, wti^ iiui •*» w w*^ w

two times the size of what the U, S« admits. There 1 s no way,
there 1 s no way of judging, you know, what the real situation is.
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Question: Unintell igible.

Answer: Well no, I said about, I said two times.

Question: Two ti;nes?

Answer: About two times, yeah.

Question: Shouldn't there be some way we could verify this?

Question: (from another individual in the audience) One form
of verification :\? an individual who works, has the job, unloading
returning (unintelligible) to the New York airport, and

he told me that, this was b?rk about two years ago or three years

ago, that ther* were *5 r-!Os whan there were more
(unintelligible) c curing bsck to the New York City airport from
Vietnam than the entire total of the Vietnam war dead. So that

you know- he felt that the statistics that were being given out

fr. *• Brooklyn were obviously inaccurate.

Answer: I g»ie3s the only you could really do it is like if you

could computerise every local paper in the country where they
like they announce the local guy who has been killed, and sort
£ add them all up rxnd then compare with the Pentagon statistics,

but I don't know anybody who's got the time or the energy to do

that. That would probably be the only way I guess you could find

out, but evnn then you might not be able to. On the part of the

Vietnamese, they do not say how many people that they fve lost.
They make, they give no figures on that. Okay.

(The foilwing speech was made by FRED BODE, UNC
History Professor, on the subject of Imperial ism.

)

. . . the Vietnam War, for example, to one degree was
another still shared. Certainly it's the view of most of the
outstanding critics of U. S. foreigh policy, say the United
States Senate, Senator, former Senator WAYNE MORRIS for example,

is (unintelligible) calling the Vietnam wax the result

of the EISENHOWER-DUU.IS foreign policy. It is clear that EISENHOWER
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and DULL IS played considerable roles in our involvement in Vietnam,
Senator MORRIS tends to overlook the fact that the EISENHOWER-
DULLIS policy was grounded fundamentally on the containment policies
that were developed urin? the TRUMAN administration. I think it
is more or less the same vif;w that in held by other articulate
opponents of American policy in Vietnam and other parts of the
third world* Peoplo like Senator FULLBRIGHT, people like Senator
MC CARTHY .

I would argue on tho other hand # that American policy
in Vietnam, American policy in Latin America, American policy
in the third world in general is not ttate, not aberration but
are one that in thocry and practice of American foreigh policy
since the Second World War* In addition, American policy since
the Second World War, I would further argue, does not represent
a considerable tteak from ^n^^iican tradition in the American
cold war foreJgh policies r.iwe the Second World War, is too
deeply rooted in the development of American imperialism which
began at lea^t as early ar the 1 890*3.

The usual explanation for American policy after the
Second World War runs something like this. This is the explanation
that is umzzTly given by thf: so-called realist school of American
foreig . policy exports. They'll say that before the Second World
War the United States lived in a kind of naive isolation. It was
preserved and protected from the rest of the world by vast oceans
on either side of it. It v*s uninvolved in European affairs and
world affairs, that essentially the United States was an innocent,
that it believed itself somehow shielded and protected from the
rest of the world. They go on to argue that the Second World
W^r with the rise of Soviet power, American foreign policy somehow
became more roali'*tic. fto realized that we were no longer isloated
from the rest of the world* We realized that we had to play quote
unquote a responsible role to the rest of the world, a responsible
role in preserve n-j the free world, and preserving world peace and
protecting order and stability throughout the world.

Again I would argue that American foreign policy before
the cold war was not isolationist, but that many of the crises of
American policy since the Second World War were developed long
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before. The difference in American postwar foreign policy,
however # arises I think from this fact. The United States
emerged clearly from the Second World War as the leading capitalist
super -power. It was confronted ;it the same time by an increase in
the powerful rival, the Soviet Union. This emergence of the United
States as a super -power , as Lb*' leading undisputed capitalist
power naturally had a profowil impact on the practice of American
policy, but. thin practice vo«? in large paxt guided by premises that
had already been d*nv eloped.

Now, I mentioned American imperial ism. What do we mean
exactly by impei ial ir=n? Now, most people, I suppose, assume that
imperialism involve? the holding of some kind of formal empire,

of colonies, ot rUreet political control over areas and people
outside of 1 h'j mutropf iVm area of the people involved. This
cor tail y is Mt\ of the traditional conceptions of imperialism.
On this arr>u»a, bar^d en this definition of imperialism, certaily
the United St?t<?s coxir?. not bo classified as an imperialist power.

Mvt impe.r :.alism, I would argue, is something more than
the exercise of formal political contrQ."; . It f s something more than
the type ot imperialism, say, that was represented by the British
Empire* Imp^ri alisrr, it ssems to me, implies a policy which
attempts to create in oth^r parts of the world a situation that
is conducive to the interests, economic, political, and otherwise
of the particular power involved. This does not necessarily have
to mean direct political control.

Modern imperialism is something that developed toward
tihe end of the last century, beginning about 1870, which involves
a scramble for c:1 ni^R among competing European powers ultimately
culminating in the First: World War. Now Britain, which acquired
most of her fcrma3 political empire during this period, had
already been en imperialist power before this time. However,
before the latter part of the nineteenth century, with some
exceptions, Britain practiced a kind of informal imperialism
which in many ways is analogous to the kind of imperialism that
the United States practices today. Some authorities have called
this kind of imperialism Britain practiced in the nineteenth
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century, free trade imperialism* Britain in the middle of the
nineteenth centuray, like the United States in the middle of the
twentieth century, was the undisputed world power and undisputed
leading capitalist power*

The tendency nf thought in Britain durinq the mid-
nineteenth century, the tvndancy that seemed to find most
acceptance among British 3 nd'jrtr ial ists , among British capitalists,
was that cole >ies wore urnorennnxy . F rinol political control
was in most cases undesirabl o. formal political control involved
too many burdens in terms of administration- n ter?n? of defense.
But Britain,* as the unrivaled world pcwei , as the unrivaled
economic giant, did not nerd colonics. Britain's national
interests

,

r

Britain's economic interest* conoid best by served
through free trade, th< ouuh informal kinds of control over other
parts of th'* v~rld. To bo %ur^, th^re were colonial posses -ions
of the British V.mpiie at thi* time, for example, India* But for

the most part, British porncr-^ions were confined to small islands

,

gmai i n

a

v a 1 t'or**5
*
3 in vari^u^ parts of the world*

TiKi tendency was for colonies that were settled largely
by white Anglo-Saxons inhabitants to (unintelligible)
of government, something the United States, of course, achieved
as the result of revolution, but something that was granted and
deemed desirable in the cases of Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand, South Africa, and so on.

Now, imperialism began to change its character somewhat
toward the end of the nineteenth century. The change in character
of^ imp rial ism I think can be traced in large part to the relative
decline of Great Britain as a capitalist power. Toward the end
of the nineteenth century, British economic leadership was being
challenged by the United States, by Germany, by Japan, and by
other countries* Thes^ countries to a large degree developed a
niore defensive kind of policy. Unlike Britain, they established
protective tariffs. They didn't establish free trade. Unlike
Britain they believed that they had to have protective markets.
Britain being challenged by late corners, was to a considerable
degree was experiencing a change in its outlook. Britain as it
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was being challenged by Germany, Japan, France, other countries,
began to recognize the necessity to a certain degree of exercising
more formal political control over certain parts of the world in
order to maintain British (unintelligible), in order
to maintain British power in competition with her new rivals.

The scramble for colonics in Africa, for example, which
did not begin until the late nineteenth century, can be interpreted
in large part in terms of conquest among competing imperialist
powers

.

Now the American imp rial is t road pretended to de-emphasize
the need for colonies, for formal territorial possessions. American
imperialist theory, I trcntioned before , bore a striking resemblance
to British policy in the early, in the mid-nineteenth century.
Americans began to think, beginning in the 1880 f s and the 1890 f s,

about the possibilities of an overseas expansion, perhaps a bit
prematuicly, as the result of various economic crises, as a result
of the filling up of the American continent. It was widely believed
in many circles that opportunity for economic expansion was de-
creasing in the United States itself, and again I would argue that
this was probably a premature judgment at this time, but nevertheless
people were beginning seriously to think about the necessity or the
desirability of overseas expansion*

Now Americans who thought about the problem, people like
Alfred J. Mahan (phonetic), the naval strategist, people like
Theodore Roosevelt, tended to agree that formal territorial expansion
beyond the North American continent was undesirable and unnecessary

.

The theory of expansion that they developed was one which would
eventually envisage a stable world system of theoretically equal
independence and competing states open to trade and open to
investment. Their ideas reflected strong optimism about the
competitive position of American capitalists. Many Americans
during this period thought about problems of overseas expansion,
were confident that in many cases American capital would be able
to compete successfully on equal terms with capital of other
countries

•

Already, however, at this time American policy makers
were beginning to regard Latin America, at least, as a kind of
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special case. While there was never any serious consideration
about acquiring formal territorial possessions in Latin America
to any significant extent, nonetheless Americans tended to regard,

American policy makers, tended to tegard Latin America as a kind
of special American preserve in which other powers would have to
follow the American lead* Nov mind you- this was already at a

time when the United States in relation, say, to Great Britain,
had an almost (unintelligible) economic interest in

Latin America at a time whr?n American trade, for example, was
mn^Vi 1 ap o f kran Qv-l f 4 4- a rl r» u-it-V* T.af i h Amor -i r»a TVifiKO UAfi M
1 11 Vd V- 1 I ^ U 1 I U 1 < *. ^ -«- _i- ^ -J- «—' » 1 w v«»w ww -i- w • « « «*H ' * » * w v a^*w w "«p~— —

sense, however, on the part of American policy makers that unless the
United States did something, that Latin America would be closed
to American economic expansion.

in 1895, for example, the democratic Secretary of State,

RICHARD QLNEV (phonetic), stated "Today the United States is

practically sovreign on this continent and to
,

(unintelligible) law open tho subjects to which it confines it

into position. Why? It is not because of the pure friendship
o:; good will felt for it. It is because in addition to all other
grounds, its infinite resources combined with its isolated
position render it master of the situation and practically
invulnerable against any or all powers.

This kind exclusivistic thinking was not typical of

American policy, however, in most other parts of the world*
WOODROW WILSON, for example, probably became closer than any
other American President in this period to defining the kinds of
wox^ld situation which was deemed desirable in terms of American
interests. One historian of Wilsonian foreign policy has termed
WILSON 1 s views liberal capitalist internationalist.

WILSON, it seems, envisaged the world in a kind of

,
(unintelligible) state of nature, in which there

were a lot of competing countries without any sense of order

in the system as a whole. WOODROT Wilson believed, in line
with classical liberal thinking, that orderly competition was
desirable, that orderly competition would somehow lead to the
benefit of all, but particularly the United States. Of course,
it was quite clear in WILSON' s mind that the United States and
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other large industrialized powers competing in the world,
particularly in the underdeveloped world, would obviously
be in a much stronger position than weaker states. WILSON
strongly reacted t<> any kind 'vf closed system in the world.

He opposed on on*-> hnwl traditional imperialism, that
wwj, Wilcox J ^ui< i J"

-
* v v;x x *- if • ' J- v^nii'^n5; vnu ^ \j t-A. incui jr ^-w *^**

old fashioned, what he cnl 1 - arodisti^ (phonetic) imperialism,
in its most dangerous form. On the* her hand, WILSON also opposed
threats to an open world system from the left, the Russian
Revolution, you may recall, occurred in 1917 during WOQDRCW
WILSON's admin istr at ion , durinq the First World War, and it became
very quickly apparent to W.TL5PU that the Russian Revolution seemed
to pose th" s*me V in' 5 r;

: H» nt his open wot id rystem, competing
liberal capital ir* 1 rr-l the trouitionni imperialism of
European paw* t ' r\o-\ r ,s

r Hr'v-i'ly h» WJLSOi^s mind, Germany, seemed
to pose.

" V'lt.fJON'r ("ivy-j^'V'.n of a L~?gi*e of Nations -jannot be
isolated from WILSON 1

"* -.v^irc^'-ion of liberal capitalist international
ism. The League of nation- in WILSON f

s view was supposed to rescue
the world from the kind rf nt*te of nature that it was operating
in and kind of compose i'j"n liberal locK-in system where everyone
could compete with cwh ^tlirr under the umbrella of law and order
and with th<* assurance of w rid stability. The League of Nations,
in WILSON 1

*? mind, w?s directed much against old fashioned
exclusivist ic colonialist imperialism as it was against the kind
of threat to capitalist expansion that WILSON saw in the Bolshevik
Revolution in 1917.

- s

N' w WIL^N's plan frr a Lecrp* of Nations wai? also somewhat
premature. For a vnriety of rens^ns the League of Nations failed.
For a variety of reason? the kind of world system that WILSON
envisaged was not established.

It war? not until the Second World War that this kind of
system ultimately wa«* imposed on much of the world by United States
policy. As I've already mentioned, following the Second World War,
American (unintelligible) among capitalist nations were
sure. At th* spme time thn United States and world capitalism were
confronting the increased power of. the Soviet Union and the
increasing threat of Socialist Revolution.
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The United Nations was in large part designed to preserve
the kind of world stability that the League of Nations was supposed
to preserve, stable regimes friendly to capitalist development.
It was clear, however, from the very beginning that the United
Nations by itself could not fulfill this considerable role. And in
large part, the United Stales had pursued a policy of achieving
stability, of achieving favoruMe conditions for economic expansion
for world capitalism ou'.fcido the United Nations*

Tlvr Marshall Won, for <-x3mj\Le, following the Second
World War was not conceived in Kerm^ of a r^ble gesture to help
our European friends. It was conceived in terms of protecting
western European capitalism from the threat of Socialists. It
was sold t r

> the Amer5c::in business community with the argument that
a healthy coprxal

i

r
J> t PVvopo essential to a healthy capitalist

America. The? United S*.*r~n ^Iro proceeded with a system of

Mil i Oreo:; .

Short ?.v aPer Wojj J War ll f containment became official
American policy., f^ntain^on* was rationalized in terms of defending
free world agnvi> t aggros ive Soviet imperialism. In fact, con-
tainment was designed to preserve a world system favorable to the
interests and favorable to the prosperity of the United States.

Tn -ddition to the syrtem of alliances, the United
States has actively supported counter -i evolutionary activities
where and wherever revolutionary activities toward national
liberation, Vietnam, La^in America, elsewhere, have threatened
to upset the Kind of world system, the kind of world stability
that the United St.-:*tfi3 desires.

s

Ihv apd ordnr in not just a domestic issue, but in terms
of American foreign policy rlan, it is currently a world issue.
As HUBERT HUMPHREY remarked in 1966, "The day that this nation
does not honor its commitments in Vietnam and elsewhere, it is on
that day that the whole fabtic of international law and order is

torn apart and breaks down."

I think at this point, I'll stop. I fve probably gone on
too long already, I had intended to talk a bit about the very
close connection between American economic expansion since the
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Second World War overseas and American economic expansion has
proceeded since the Second World War at a tremendous rate* American
overseas investment is proceeding at a much faster rate than
American domestic investment, the relationship between this and
American foreign policy since the Second World War. I really
don't have time, I don't think, to talk further about that.
However, I would recommend a book which goes into this question
in some detail by HARRY MAGAW (phonetic) , which is called "The
Age of Imperialism and Economics in U, S. Foreign Policy, 11 which
gives a little background material on American imperialism but
is pr imar ily concerned as I said with outlining the close inner
connection between American economics expansion between the Second
World War and American foreign policy. I think at this point
I fll turn it over to (unintelligible)

(The following speech was made by LARRY KESSLER, UNC
professor, on the topic of Imperialism,)

Something that PRED talked about (unintelligible)
imperialism both American and otherwise. My first thought is that
as "a rose by any other name would smell just as sweet," so imperial-
ism by any other name stinks just as badly. And yet for most of
the century now, Americans have been describing their imperialism
abroad, their basic expansionism abroad, it seems to me that that
is the character of the American system, they've been describing
this in terms, in all sorts of terms other than imperialism.

For instance, we called it manifest destiny. That is
somehow we were ordained by Tod go carry our civilisation to the
rest of the world, fort of an updated "white man 1 a burden. M

We've called it anti-colonialism* This is how many
of the political and business leaders of America at the turn of

WW »« W UA* J J V» l-^A.J+^\* VUi. UA|/tAl ti=» J. Wl 1 All UV blXV ft HAA Ap^XU^B« A l(XO

was used as a sort of stepping stone for China and to save China
from being a colony of some of the other western powers. So our
imperialism was anti-colonialism.
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We have called it making the world safe for democracy,
a fine phrase* Or keeping , or saving the free world , defending
the free world • We have more recently called it anti-Communism*
This has justified most of our expansion into Asia in the post-
World War II era.

So we've called it by all sorts of names and probably
the one, the one (unintelligible) that has been the
most persistent in our attempt to hide the facts of our expansionism
was the phrase popularized at the turn of the century but actually
in currency earlier, as the "open door policy. 85 We were somehow
opening all the doors , were keeping all the doors of the world
open except in our own back yard, of course, where we had the
Monroe Doctrine, which closed all the doors of the people. But
in other parts of the world where we couldn't because of our military
posture there, we couldn't carve out for ourselves a particular
sphere of influence like some of the other western nations. Then
we were urging upon these nations the open door policy, which was
a fairly successful policy considering it was based on policies,
the position that we had militarily in that area. And this, this
particular phrase, the open door, amazingly persists.
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Attached as appendices to this memorandum are

characterizations of the Black Panther Party, Students Por a

Democratic Society, Young Socialist Alliance, and Southern

Student Organizing Committee.
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BLACK PANTHEP I ARTY ,

A Known Aj
• Dlft<:k Fa r thf r Pa r t y fqr^Sel i -l)ef

e

ase

According to it-* olfi^iO newspaper, the Black
Panther Party (BPP) was st** t<d during December, 1966, in
Oakland, Califorri^.

(
to oig*ni?e black neople bo they can take

control r>f fcjc
fc
pel 1 **•<;.*? nd thv destiny of the black

community. It w;^ .* 4
-- rd !-y Boh^y S?a)e, BPP Chairman, and

Huey P„ he^ton, BP* '^r^ja *?f iv f cose , Newton was sentenced
in 1968 to servp ? to jr y* ?.r* *»xtr^ bring cor.victed of man-
slaughter iv.iivr^^'Xf * *i *' 'illipp oi an Oakland police
officer

.

^h' oM--.1v 1
.

-t - r ^1 vt" ?>nth*r r
" which

lurenvr nr.i 1 m: . ^ *-
; * • - > '^vn' 1 y oervjet?,

3tates t'.V M. > Pf-T * ?i - * w <- ir f 4
' r nd guerrilla

tactics ir* i1n «fcv:!!.t^: • pi "£r*a to er.cJ o^ression of the
black pe;;p3e, I".^r * -c*«, blftrK rtm'^J. ty are urged to
arm tl *ms">l ifn

i >K»trst r-vic* v^/» consistently referred
to in thi- pJ** i^** i* n *v ,,

<-M^
M *to shcujrf be Killed*

MT^: JB^;- l?„ii*b*r M of Seftember 7, 1968.
contains ^Mo'"1 ' *-y RH" Minister of Education, George
mo. d v/ij nut ! <j.r , ».-». ; f . • " ? * » : i t x ^ ^ » .-.if* ,

M !M»cl:. *r
- < vk ptcple, colo.fi persons of America,

revolt eves y *b*u

«

: i \ia- v->«>rsolvts . The only culture worth
keepire is r* rev^V-it * or ry allure Change, Freedom everywhere*
Dynamite 4 Black Power, n ^ *V<> r^ur , Kill the pigs everywhere* 11

Include *n the nt? eduction to 3n article appearing
in <the October ^ J9'>P : sdiTiM of "The BXack Panther" is the
etifpttr.ont M u»o 1 1 r* % i ri ' «r: ^iii firm A\r<*l iran fTnVPrnment .

We will ove»t*irow it '

Issues of MThe Bluck Panther 1
' regularly contain

quotations from the wrjti,r.Rs of Chairman Mao Tse^tung of the
People's Republic of Chin* *nd ieature Mao's statement that
'•political power grows out of the barrel of a gun."

The nation! 1 hcad-i'jir ters of the BPP is located at
3106 Shattuck Avenue. Berkeley. California. Branches have been
established at various location* throughout the United States*
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STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A source has fcdvi^od th\t the Students lor a Democratic
Society (SDS), as it is know;* ir>,.*.y

9 cam* into being at a founding
convention held at Port Huron, Michigan , in June, 1962. From an
Hti 4 -Mai i iin/->1 r%cr Hon! nncfnrp nf "nirHr^i tnrv rtf»»orrarv." fhA
current line of th? nation? 1 leader ^hip reveals an adherence to
Marxism- Leninism. Michel Klr.t'& ?*.y

9 National Secretary, in March,
1969, called i^t tb' bufl^nr * *° voltrt ionary Marxist-Leninist
movement. Th* prcgtar? it V^>" fxcai involvement in civil
rights struggles to *n *nr*1 • ' Letn*v» vir r, ^ition and finally to
its present >dvor*ry of *3ti« i«r*rJlalisi Jt7?3, Jinking up the
oppressed peoples ot A-i*, *fr>r* and Lfctta Africa with the black
liberation Trcvem^nt in Mi? t'rit^d States, Cvlns, Vietnam and
PuKa a r*o rotT9 r( nt ^ iiunf r it c: whfrh <a t ** IdirH nrr wnrl H.vi Ha

strugfcif^ in^'n^ i-nit* y*v*«--^ * r 1 J ™, On the other hand,
SDS rep*rd* <lr 5c* ipt U:^;n &s * vp*.ri* Hr l jwfr ani does not
support tbe pvlicie^ o< thrl ervi+ry.

51i7; nBi.Ktair.5 ? N)*ienil Off*c :n Uoom 206, 1608 West
Madison Sti Chicago, Illinois. It-? official p*per "New Left
Notes" Bbo^ the line cf 4 be nation*! leadership and program
adopted at cie?11np* J* l^tlonal Council and National Interim
PnmTYi-l i Ipp /\Mf^ 7hrc«. ftf f ir nr? !»^H KTP of eleven
members 3Lr r

^ el^ct^ r y< ?: during a jon« N^tion^l Convention*

SOI Regional OitP.es and university and college chapters
elect delegates to tion^l Council me tingr> wherein program and
ideology a^c deb^t^d, bvt eirh Rfrnion and chapter is autonomous in
nature and is iree to c^rry i ^ independent policy and programs
reflective of Icta"? corjii'jon^

. \

/3fn



APPENDIX

YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE

A source advised on May 15, 1969# that the Young
Socialist Alliance (YSA) maintains its national headquarters
at 41 Union Square West, New York, New York, and has as Its
official publication the "Young Socialist." The YSA is the
youth organization of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) and
has been described by the SWP as the main recruiting ground
for the SWP.

The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive
Order 10^50.

s
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1 APPENDIX

YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA CHAPTER

The "Daily Tar Heel f
" studopt newspaper published at

the University of North Carolina (UNC) , Chapel Hill, North
Carolina, on November 7, 1968, published an article stating
that the Young Socialist Alliance (YSA) would hold its first
organizational meeting on November 7, 1968, at the University
of North Carolina.

On February 20, 1969, a source advised the Young
Socialist Alliance National Executive Committee meeting on
February 4, 1969, at New York City, approved the creation of
a local Young Socialist Alliance at Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
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SOUTHERN STUDENT ORGANIZING COMMITTEE (SSOC)

On November 1, 1966, a first source advised that the Southern
Student Organizing Committee (SSOC) was formed on the weekend of April 3-5,
1964, to stimulate activity of Southern Student group? in areas of civil
rights, peace, academic freedom, civil liberties, capital punishment, and
unemployment Originally, it was to be a white counterpart of the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), It has agreed to work with
similar interested groups such as SNCC and Students for a Democratic Society
(SDS) and Southern Conference Educational Fund, Inc. (SCEF) SSOC is a
fraternal affiliate of the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS).

Beginning in the Fall of 1966, SSOC became e membership organiza-
tion and embarked on a campaign to formj local chapters on various college
campuses throughout the South- SSOC publishes, October through May each
year, a publication, "New South Student," which according to the above
source has increasingly espoused and defended the pro-Communist and anti-
United States position on domestic and foreign policy*

>—~— On July 2, 1968, a second source advised that SSOC continues to

continues to defend and espouse the pro-Communist and anti-United States
position with particular emphasis on attacking United States policy in
Vietnam and emphasis on attacking the Selective Service System* Source
Two noted that SSOC Chairman Thomas II. Gardner in the Summer of I967
traveled to Prague, Czechoslovakia, where he met with representatives of
+ he National Liberation Front (NLF ) and the Democratic Republic of
Vietnam (DRV) , and that SSOC staff members Bruce Smith and Alan Levin
traveled to Cuba in the Summer of 1967 and February, 1968, respectively*

By letter dated April 26, I968, on SSOC letterhead mailed to the
general SSOC membership over the signature of Mike Welch, Executive
Secretary of SSOC, it was announced that as a step toward close relations
with the Students for a Democratic Society ( SDS) and better communications
with the "New South Student" and the ^lew left Notes 11

, and that SDS and
SSOC were exchanging contact lists of their respective memberships for
this exchange.

The May, 1968, issue of "New South Student 11 indicates that the
SSOC mailing addresses *P. 0. Box 6403, Nashville, Tennessee, 37212,
Telephone Number 615-29I-3537, and the mast-head described the organization
as nAn association of young concerned Southerners dedicated to social
change, ,f as taken from the preamble of the SSOC constitution.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF I T< VE 3T IGATION

Charlotte, Korth Carolina
November 3, 1969

Title

Character

CCXTNTERQR IKNATION WEEK, UNIVERSITY
OF NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL,

NORTH CAROLINA

RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

INTERNAL SECURITY - STUDENTS FOR A

DF,M°CRATIC SOCIETY

Reference Monorandurn made at Charlotte, North

Carolina, dated and captioned as

above.

All sources (except any listed belov) "«ntJ""
ere concealed In referenced communication have furnished reliable

information in the pa6t.

Thi. document contain, neither r.commendation. nor conclu.ion. pi »j!TBI. It !• tbir

of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and itm content, or* not to be attributed o.tftttf.

your agency.
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Date: 11/18/69

Tiansmtt tb r louowinc; in

AIRTEL
Vin

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED

(Priority i

T

1
VI

J
O

TO:

FROM:

RE:

source advise

DIRECTOR, FBI ( 105-165706-Sub 8)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-2861) (P)

BLACK PANTHER PARTY -

CHARLOTTE DIVISION
RM - BPP

(SF T-16), a highly confidential
Hows on 11/17/69.

An individual named from Char^ytt^
North Carolina,, where he had te^phone numbers 7 0 4 flES
and JLQ^^fiJ^^^S contacted BPP Headquarters on tha*^aax^^^

iat his father was "the all American Negro"
objected to his receiving copie^of "The Black

Panther" newspaper to distribute* ft^3^^therefore told
Headquarters that he had to cancel xn^newspaper orders.

iSnSS^ALA
then went on to relate that an individual

named RHODA SAWALA (phonetic ) ha^^een killed the past
week during a str^e'^brawl • 1^^^»Galled RHODA, an
Agent Provocateur, Egja^-S^ id that the f, Pigs" were
printinr it up in the newspaper as if the BPP had been
rew^onsApie for the killing. SAWALA was also according

^7 supposed to be one of those so-called Panthers".
aTso said that the person who had been responsible

or this act had turned himself in to the Police.

(£) Bureau (105-165706-Sub 8)
4
lRM)

3 - Charlotte (157-6171) JX;'
2 - San Francisco (lS7-2861jOy

(1 167-1581) V*
(PUBLICATIONS)

WAC : aj z

(7)

58UhCl MB9
Approved: Sent M Per

Special Agent in (Jharqe
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r
W F 157-/861

|

WAC:ajz
|

The above material is furnished to the

Office to indicate the activity as expressed

y persons sympathetic to the BPP.
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Date: 11 '10 '69

ansmit the following in

ATRU2L

(Type in plaintext or code)

(rrtorl ifr

TO:

FRO!':

SffP'KCT:

DIRECTOR, FT I (l'J5-l65706)

SAC, CHARLOTTE (157-6171) (P)

BLACK PANTHER PARTY
RM

He Charlotte teletype to Bureau dated 11/10/Gp,
capi lonod as above*

Enclosed for the Bureau are 2 xerox copies each of
the following items mentioned in referenced teletype:

1. Complaint and Motion for Temporary Restraining
Order ani Motion for Preliminary Injunction,
Petition for appointment of next of friend* and
Sunmons in case' entitled ,

ftBEN -CHAVI3 , et nl,
Plaintiffs, VS J. C, GOODMAN, JR., et al,
Defendants, filed 6/6/6?.

2. Answer to the complaint and Motion for Temporary
Restraining Order.

Motion for Permission to Serve Supplemental
Plead inr.

i

\

1

7

Answer t:» Supplemental Complaint

Interrogatories to Parties filed 9/26/69* WDNC,

Answers to Interrogatoriezg^jj^

Deposition of SA L. DEAN PAARMANN dated H/lO/69,
denying participation in an inclrtarffr -±nv©>ri«c
2 Plaintiffs and 2 other defendants.

10 NOV 12 1969

Deposition of SA L. DEAN PAARMANN dated II/IO/69,
denying participation in incident" alleged tn Uiave
occurred 0^7/1^/69. " ^

/g ^Bureau (Encs. l6jtftfH).-
"~ pjm

^-Clwrlottc /Kl/Lw^

6.

I

Sent M Per

ft-
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Date:

ransmit the following in

ja

r

3
5»

8

(7yp« in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

_ _ J

CE 157-6171

s noted that the Charlotte file does not reflect

the Bureau had already been afforded copies of

ivil suit filed 6/6/69, even though the Bureau

It i

tho fact that
tlx- original

oeen made aware of the existence of this suit.

Charlotte i:Jll follow closely the proceedings in

thlr matter with the UfiA's Office in Charlotte and will keep

th" Bureau advised.

fr - -

Approved:
Special Agent in Charge

Sent M Per —
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Dote: 11/13/69

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via

f

i

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL (REGISTERED)

(Priority)
-J

I

L

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165706 Sub 8)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-2861)

TXE_ DIVISION
- BPP

advised as
(SF T-16), a highly confidential source,

ows on 11/10/69:

rrom Kaieign, n.c, contacted BPP
Natlwial Headquarters, at Berkeley, Calif., on this date

said that he had dropped out of Shaw College because
ound that he could do more work outside of school than

in it.

BPP * i

ause £fl*f
Han /

said he wanted to start a chapter of the
BPP in Raleigh and would like some information.

Party Headquarters ^i^^SsS^^^S^SilSaKJ said
that the Panthers were not s

t

^^zxn^an^n^^^^ap^r^at this
time but were forming groups that functioned along with the
Panthers under the title of the United Front Against Fascism.

_ at th^tim^o^the conversation, mentioned
that she was one of the ^^p^Sv^^P " w*>° was now working at
t^ie West Coast Headquarters^^^^^^^

A2J- Bureau
4 - Charlotte (157-6171)
4 - San Francisco

(1 - 157- 2872) (ORGANIZATION) (1 - 157*4294) (NCCF)
(1 -

WAC/pae
—C"« 7—

. r% r\.

Special Agent in Charge
Sent

N0V-OL4 1969

I*

£
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SF 157-2861
WAC/pae

Toward the end of the conversationy^^^^^ said

that LARRY LITTLE was Working around Headquarters at this
time having come out from Winston-Salem, N.C. She
suggested that the two get together at sometime in the

future

.

The above material is furnished to the Charlotte

Office to indicate the continued activity on behalf of the

BPP in that area*
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Domestic Intelligence Division

INFDRMAT1VF kflTF

11/10/69

SA Paarmann of the Charlotte
Office has been najied as a codefendant
in a civil complaint in Charlotte
filed by the attorney for several
individuals affiliated with the
Black Panther Party in connection
with their arrests and search of
residence of one, SA Paarmann played
no role in this matter*] We have
previously brought this to the
attention of the Department.

We concur with the proposed
action by Charlotte in filing of an
interrogatory and upon receipt of
copies of this interrogatory will
furnish same to the Department.

v

V
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FBI WASH DC

FBI CHARLI

COWWUfiiC/.l 'OHS SECTION
IBI

f*«-*v 1 0 #969
"

nrrri cTrvrr*
I cue IT

1220PM URGENT^ 11-10-69 DRA

JO: DIRECTOR 105-165706

^FROM: CHAfiLQXIEJ 57-61 71 4P

BLACK PANTHER PARTY. -RM. *'"'*<' / v ~,V

^£2

RE CHARLOTTE AIRTELS TO BUREAU MAY TWENTY-SINE AND

AUGUST FIVE, SIXTY-NINE.

ON MAY TWENTY-EIGHT, SIXTY-NINE, LOCAL CHARLOTTE ACLU

ATTnDMFv ficnocc c n ai v rnMTActcn tup puadi attc nrrtrr ct at t urc

HE REPRESENTED MICHAEL GRANT LANEY AND JAMES COVINGTON WHO

WERE RECENTLY ARRESTED AT THEIR RESIDENCE, THREE ONE SIX SOUTH

TURNER ST., CHARLOTTE, N. C. AS A RESULT OF INTERVIEWING HIS

CLIENTS, DALY STATED HE WAS LODGING A COMPLAINT CONCERNING

ILLEGAL SEARCH OF THE RESIDENCE BY THE FBI AND THE FBI'S

CONSTANT SURVEILLANCE OF THIS RESIDENCE. DURING THIS

TELEPHONE CALL, DALY WAS ADVISED THAT THOSE ARRESTS WERE NOT

MADE BY FBI AGENTS BUT BY AGENTS OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND

FIREARMS SECTION OF THE TREASURY DEPT., ALONG WITH LOCAL

POLICE. DALY WOULD NOT ACKNOWLEDGE THIS FACT AS AN ANSWER

AND ADVISED HE HAD BEEN TOLD BY HIS CLIENTS THAT FBI AGENT

END PAGE ONE
/ t V
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CE 1 57-G171

PAGE TWO

DEAN PAARMANN HAD BEEN A MEMBER OF IKE RAID, ALONG WITH

FORTY OTHER LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS. DALY ADDED THAT

WITHIN THE NEAR FUTURE, IT WASJOS INTENTION TO GO INTO USDC_

AT CHARLOTTE AND OBTAIN A TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

AGAINST LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS FROM HARASSING HIS CLIENTS.

REFERENCED AIRTEL DATED MAY TWENTY-NINE, SIXTY-NINE,

ATTACKED AN AFFIDAVIT OF SA L. DEAN PAARMANN CONCERNING

THE ALLEGATIONS MADE BY DALY. THE ARRESTS OF COVINGTON AND

LANEY WERE MADE AT APPROXIMATELY FIVE P.M. ON MAY TWENTY-

SEVEN, SIXTY-NINE.

ON JUNE SIX, SIXTY-NINE, ATTORNEY GEORGE S. DALY FILED

A SUII IN USDC, CHARLOTTE, N. C. , ON BEHALF OF SEVENTEEN

INDIVIDUALS AGAINST J. C. GOODMAN, JR., CHIEF OF CHARLOTTE,

N. C, PD; L. A. KELLY, JR., CHIEF OF MECKLENBURG COUNTY,

N. C, PD; TOGETHER WITH VARIOUS OFFICERS UNDER THEIR

COMMAND; A SPECIAL AGENT OF THE NCSBI, A SPECIAL AGENT OF

THE ALCOHOL TOBACCO AND FIREARMS DIVISION OF THE U. S. TREASURY

DEPARTMENT, AND DEAN PAARMANN, SA OF THE FBI, IN USDC, WHERIN

THE PLAINTIFFS ALLEGE SEVERAL ACTS OF ILLEGAL SEARCH DURING

EFFORTS TO LOCATE A LOCAL INDIVIDUAL WANTED ON ARMED

END PAGE TWO
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PAGE THREE

ROBBERY CHARGES BY THE CHARLOTTE PD.

ON SEPTEMBER TWENTY-SIX* SIXTY-NINE, ATTORNEY DALY

FILED IN USDC, CHARLOTTE, N. C, AN INTERROGATORY REQUESTING

THAT NINETY-EIGHT QUESTIONS BE ANSWERED. SA L. DEAN PAARMANN

TS REQUESTED TO ANSWER STATEMENTS CONCERN TNG HTS EMPLOYMENT

WITH THE FBI AND OTHER PERSONAL QUESTIONS SUCH AS HOME

ADDRESS, INSURANCE POLICIES, AND EDUCATION.

D UE TO INADVERTENCY BY USA'S OFFICE, ASHEVILLE, N. C ,

OBJECTIO N BY GOVERNMEN T WAS NOT FILED AND USA, AMfiEVILLE,

N. C, ADVISED THAT THESE INTERROGATORIES MUST BE FILED

NOVEMBER TEN, SIXTY-NINE.

IN ADDITION, USA REQUESTED ADDITIONAL AFFIDAVITS BY SA

L. DEAN PAARMANN ADVISING PAARMANN TOOK NO PART IN ACTIVITY

MENTIONED IN ORIGINAL SUIT ON MAY TWENTY-FOUR, SIXTY-NINE

AND IN SUPPLEMENTAL COMPLAINT CONCERNING ALLEGATIONS ON

JULY FOURTEEN, SIXTY-NINE.

ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES ARE BEING MADE WITH ASSISTANCE

OF USA'S OFFICE. ALL OTHER INQUIRIES ARE BEING POINTED

rtllT AC mT ADDI TPADI ? AD ADC* MA T T CD C UU f MJ P A U M ClT DC

END PAGE THREE
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PAGE FOUR
i

INQUIRED INTO. THESE WILL BE FURNISHED TO USA'S OFFICE TODAY

1'UACB IN THAT NO EMBARRASSMENT TO THE BUREAU NOR PROBLEMS CAN

BE FORESEEN IN ANSWERING THE INTERROGATORIES CONCERNING

IDENIITY ONLY. SA PAARMANN IS ALSO DENYING ANY PARTICIPATION

fU Tur ADDCCTC

COPIES WILL BE FURNISHED BUREAU UNDER SEPATATE COVER.

END.

WJM

FBI WASH DC

CO MR. SUr.T.TVAN
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Dite: 11/6/E9

Transmit

Via

4

\

V

the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or rode*

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED

(Priority)

TO:

FROM:

RE:

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165706-Sub 8)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-2861) (P)

BLACK PANTHER PARTY
XHARLOTTE, DIVISION
RM -BPP

(SF T-16) t a highly confidential
source wirose information should not be disseminated without
adequate paraphrasing, advised as follows on November 4 9

1969.

BPP Nationa
Salem. North
wi th

M(LNU) of the
adquarters, Berkeley, C

lina. telephone number

contacted
rom Winston
speaking

the local
rel a ti onshj
about one
informed b*y

L i eu tenant t

dvised |he 1s doing a story on
Wi nston-s^ern^jnd inquired about their

i^^t^the National Party. He also inquired
»i^^f3Mand hl^oai^^af f 1 1 1 ations • He was

I that J I used to be a Field
t t au^nf^)een exp^Heclfrom the party*

further informed the caller that the W1 ns ton-Salem
were members of the National Committee to Combat Fascism,
which was formed out of the United Front Against Fascism,
and they are not registered members of th^BPP, but do
act as an organizing arm of the Pdrty.^^^M wanted to know
if any party officer ever came to WI nsfon-Tal em f North
Carolina to c heck on what is being done by the people there
and^fejt?S^^ stated he would rather not answer that question.

2 -

reau
Charlotte
(1 - 1_£7-6171 ) (BPP CHARLOTTE)
(1 -

Chi cago
(T - 157-1291) (B PP CHICAGO)
(1 -

Columbia

I MVS I* U 1 1 J n w » viiqv ^yw J ¥ I Wii •

/as*- /6s-?06 - e-

51 NOV 8-B69

(1 - 157-BPP COLUMBIA)
(CONU.^PAGE 2)

Approved:[4:
|» \

Sent

0 1 NOV 20 IS69 *peciai A"ent in Char«e
4
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SF 1S7-2861
JAC:aj z

According to source ,^about other
BPP Chapters in the Carolinas and advised
him that there are none aj^ Winstor^Salen^i^the only
Oifice they relate to. |^^Pwante^t^know if the Winston-
Salem Office had a charter and f^^^^^^g^ Id him no and
that HUEY P. NEWTON had passed uown oruers that there are
no new chapters being formed.

The above information is furnished to assist
Charlotte in coverage of activities of the BPP in
Winston-Salem, North Carolin^^and for the information
of Columbia in view of W^^I^^^Mj^oiDment that Winston-
Salem, North Carolina ^^ff^onTy office in the Carolinas
to which the BPP relates.

For the additional information of Charlotte,
^^woi^^ppear that the individual referre^to as

1 m 1S Pr°bably identical with f | a
r^l^Lieutenant from Chicago, who wa^^^^n Carolina
in tn^past. It would appear fromj^^^j^^f comment s„

that | ^ has now been expelled fron^h^bP^for some
reason, although, information received from Chicago
as current as October 28, 1969, indicated that LEE was
then active in the BPP.

Chicago should advise the Bureau, San Francisco
and other interested Offices whether or not
has been expelled from the BPP as indicated

7 - San Francisco
(1 - 157-2861) (CHARLOTTE DIVISION)
(1 - 1S7-U123) (PUBLICITY)
(1 - 157-3660) (EXPULSION)
(1 - 157-H29U) (NCCF)
(1 - 1S7-2872) (ORGANIZATION)
(1 - 1S7-16H1) (MEMBERSHIP)
( i t c n o n t o \ font) nni ituDTA \

JAC:ajz
(15)

- 2 -
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Date:
11/5/69

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED

(Priority)

TO:

FROM:

RE:

DIRECTOR, FBI ( 105-165 706-Sub 8)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-2861) (P)

1 BLACK PANTHER PARTY -

CHARLOTTE- DIVISION
RM - BPP

(SF T-22), a highly confidential source
whose infUIIRSTlon should not be disseminated without adequate
paraphrasing, advised as follows on November U,1909.

An unknown woman calling from Winston-Salem,.
North Carolina contacted the San Francisco Off ice of the
BPP advising that a brother by the name of UVRRTHfclTTLE

, /

would be arriving in San Francisco at 7:23 p.m. on Delta
Airlines, flight number 21. She advised that he would be
wearing a purple leather jacket and carrying a small blue
suitcase.

advised that
(phonetic ) contacted

In a subsequent item, this
ar^indivw^^ by the name of
^^^^^^^at the Distribute Uttice ot "The Black Panther"
az ^an Frarfcisco BPP Headquarters, informing her that he
cannot even give the papers away in Charlotte ^ North Carolina.
He said he is the only one he knows he can trust and he wants

ia*rt iw cue uivcncr vucuveu iu De f1 A \.J VTA t"» T" T"* "T» Circulation

3 -

2 -

JAC
(7)

Bureau (105-165706-Sub 8) (RM)
Charlotte
(1 - 157- 6171) (BPP CHARLOTTE)
(1 - 157-J ft

is7^m^^H^»
San Francisc^^^^^^
(1 - 157-2861) (BPP CHARLOTTE)
(1 - 157-1581) (PUBLICATIONS)

:ajz

17 NOV 1 1^69

7
Approved:

I

Special Agent in Ch
.* * r%. ^»

Sent M Per



SF 157-2861
JAC :aj z

Manager) for some help, further informed that he
found some of the papers n^iad given away in the sewer
pipes the next day. He said that some of the "niggers"
here say he is a Communist and the paper is a Communist
paper.

(Sf T-16), a highly confidential
source whose information should not be disseminated without
adequate paraphrasing, advised as follows on November U f 19 69

_ :

was advised
that a LARRY LITTLE from Winston-Salem f North Carolina
had arrived in Oakland, California and was now at
Headauart ers in Berkeley having been brought there by

of San Francisco.

According to source , f^^S^M stated that he
did not ask for LITTLE to come Tnt^San Francisc^and he
wanted to know why he was here, and s PoJc«withR^^^
K^lE^re8ardin8 this and was informed by |^^^^ha^^
little was here to talk with them about fffirting a
chapter in Winston-Salem, North Carolina*
advised he was too busy with the paper and xne^would
have to put LITTLE up for the night and he would try
to talk to him tomorrow*

The above is furnished for the information
of Charlotte in coverage of BPP activities in that area*
Effort^houl^e made to fully identify both LARRY LITTLE
and | |

San Francisco will furnish any additional infor-
mation received from sources relative to LITTLE'S visit
to National Headquarters and the results thereof* It is
noted that at the present time bPP officials have continuously
indicated that no new BPP Chapters are being organized, but
that National Committees to Combat Fascism (NCCF) are being
organized at various locations to carry on various activities
of the bPP.
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Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(1 )pt in plaint fxi or code)

f. 3

I'"

« _

1 1 r. -

i
i

H i

i:* ft

A'

i ?
.V .

a,-
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I

(Priority)

TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, CHARLOTTE

a) a

SUBJECT: JOHNNY LEE DOUGLAS, ,_aka . n<.
,,Duck ,,

RM-BPP
(

- / (/

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of LHM
regarding captioned matter, copies of which have been
disseminated locally to Military Intelligence agencies
nnd Secret Service.

Contact wit

Contact with
was by SA fcarx' 1,,l^yr^

/

EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE EXERCISED DURING ALL
ENCOUNTERS~WITH MEMBERS OF AMD ASSOCIATES OP THE BLACK
raFHTER PARTY ASTHEV ARE REPORTEDLY ATTEMPTING TCTPKEARRANGE
THE LOCATION OF INTERVIEWS IN ORDER TO KILL FBI AGENTS.
HUE TO THEIR PROVEfniECORD OF ATTEMPTS TO KILL POLICE OFFICERS,
ALL BLACK PANTHER F>ARTY M EMBERS AND ASSOCIATES ARE CONSIDERED
ARMED AND EXTREMELY DANGEROUS.

Jet Ifll* t

2 -Bureau (Encs

f REC- U /

. 8) (RfrO^V
10 /&

> i —

1

- (3)

1 -Charlotte
JBtgjc CW /,C iUi .fF**+- «7 NOV 5 lit*

i

Special Agent
\f\

Charge

Sent M Per -
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In F*pl\\ Please Refer to

File Ao.

LNii hD STATES DEPARTMENT Or JUSTICE

F I.DERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Charlotte, North Carolina
October 30. 1969

JOHNNY LEE DOUGLAS,,
ALSO KNOWN AS "PUCK"
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

In June. 1969

Poplar Street", was a member
of the Black Panther Party in Charlotte, North Carolina.

On June
restraining order
filed in United S
representing JOHN
Federal, State, a
the plaintiffs as
North Carolina, a
who were .... acti

v

the Black Panther

6, 1969, a complaint and motion for temporary
and motion for preliminary injunction was
tates District Court by GEORGE DALEY, Attorney,
tfY LEE DOUGLAS nnd others against certain
nd local officers. The suit filed described
Negroes and residents of Mecklenburg County

,

nd a voluntary congregation of individuals
ely preparing themselves for membership in
Party.

On
advised that
according to
meeting of the?

June 25^4
JOHNNY^OU

ac

969,
OUGLAS.

attended
ant tier Party

further
as :'Duck t

" had,
political education

meeting or tne Black Panther Party
on j&E^Sidgp 1969, at same address # At this meeting, one of the
members said that in his opinion terrorist tactics should
always be used first, and there was a discussion about male
members obfainiiir: "Bore" rif les. He continued that at the meeting
held on ^HHt 1969

'
that ^fciBMt stated that any

guns purchased could^easily b^trace^oacK to them, and tKFt
they should not buy any rifles closer than 50 miles distance?
A member'~~cJTscussed a plan where the Black Panther Party wouTcf
provoke a riot on July 30, 1969, but this plan was voted down.

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER RECOMMENDATIONS
NOR CONCLUSIONS OF THE FBI. IT IS THE PROPERTY
ur inc. rui nnu jo iajrh&u i\j iuuk aujcm^t; it awl»
ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE
YOUR AGENCY.

ff



RE r JOHNNY LEE DOUGLAS

^^^^^^ advised that a public rally of the
Afro-American Unity Organization was held in Charlotte ,

North Carol i ™ ^

1969. identified JOHNNY DOUGLAS
as being in attendance

at the rally

aavisea tnat ime macK Fantner party
split into two separate units, and JOHNNY DOUGLAS was
identified with the Area Number One group.

advised in K&fiB 1969 , that a political
education meeting was helci ^969

f
by the Afro-American

Unity Organization
f

the locs^^^Rck Panther Party group,
and JOHNNY_JX)UGLAS was in attendance, V^fcad vised on

1969, that at a meeting of the Afro-American Unity
Organization , the local Black Panther Party, who were attempting
to affiliate with the National Black Panther Party, had
nominated JOHNNY DOUGLAS as "Minister of Information and
Education" on ^^^P 1969, but he was not elected to this /f"

office.

aavisea that juhmvi* duuulas naa oeen eiFctea "Deputy "Minister
of Information" for the Area Number One group of the Black
Panther Party. lie continued that DOUGLAS staffs a day care
center organized by the Black Panther Party, who care for
neighborhood youngsters in their area*

The Charlotte Observer, a local daily newspaper,
under date August 4, 1969, listed JOHNNY LEE DOUGLAS, age 18,
as among a group of Black Panthers who were arrested in a
shoot-out. The paper continued that the group was charged
after shots were fired at a group of teenagers.

On August 19, 1969,

ercation where the Panthers engaged in



RE: JOHNNY LEE DOUGLAS

an argument with the operator of a local drive-In restaurant,
JOHNNY DOUGLAS, with others, went to the Black Panther
Party headquarters where they obtained weapons and black
uniforms. They returned to restaurant and engaged in
shoot-out with owner and his son.

a number of shotguns,
e uiWLk Panthers have hidden as part of their

arsenal of weapons.

September 8, 1969
,
J^K^ advised that as of

1969, JOHNNY LEE DOtJcSSP^was listed as Area
Captain for Area One of the Afro-American Unity Organization,
the Potential Black Panther Party, in Charlotte, North
Carolina.

On October 3, 1969, Judge CLIFTON JOHNSON, District
Court Number One, Charlotte, North Carolina, issued a capias
for JOHNNY LEE DOUGLAS, who did not appear for trial on the
charge of "Going Armed to the Terror of the People." Those
Panthers who did appear were convicted and sentenced to
active jail terms.

vised they could locate
JOHNNY LEE DOUGLAS.

advised on October 8, 1969, that the
Afro-American unity Organization, with the arrest and
conviction of most of its leaders, had completely disbanded
and stated this organization no longer existed.

JOHNNY LEE DOUGLAS' location is not known.

Attached as an appendix to this memorandum is a
characterization of the Black Panther Party.
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RE: JOHNNY LEE DOUGLAS

EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE EXERCISED DURING
ALL ENCOUNTERS WITH MEMBERS OF AND
ASSOCIATES OF THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY AS
THEY ARE REPORTEDLY ATTEMPTING TO PREARRANGE
THE LOCATION OF INTERVIEWS I W ORDEft TO KILL
FBI AGENTS. DUE TO THEIR PROVEN RECORD OF
ATTEMPTS TO KILL POLI CE OFFICERS. ALL BLACK
panther PARTY MEMBERS AND ASSOCIATES ARE
CONSIDERED ARMED AND EXTREMELY DANGEROUS .
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1 APPENDIX

BLACK PANTHER PARTY

,

Also Known As
Black Panther Party for Self-Defense

Accordii;^ tc it? official newspaper, the Black
Panther Party (BPF) was st>rtfd during December, 1966, in
Oakland^ California, to orginizr black people bo they can take
control of the llfr

#
politics and the destiny of the black

community. It war organized by Bobby Scale, BPP Chairman, and
Huey P. Nevten, BP? Minister of Defense* Newton was sentenced
in 1968 to serve 2 lo 1* yMr-* after being convicted of man-
slaughter in conne'. tin*, with the killing of an Oakland police
officer /

The* off 1 nf:-»^r>:>., r "Th* H-ftt.k r^tithoi f
ft which

further *?::«r:>f >*r'vf r<3 4^ "p; nek 'J'"t unity News Service,"
vcater> t 1

» t pf: v<cs nr* ot gups *?*d guerrilla
tactics m i ^ r".

* v-r r:r.iivv mo*r r tc ftf**? oppression of the
black p%^r) *

- ^*it*i of *i r. i>i : % h cc^^nliv are urged to
aim thence J ' ^ ^ A r'« J- <-> cc.t)^ i st-ontly Referred
to in the put l:^-a t - / *~ f

*h»"' Bhouid b' Villed,

"The Bl*.< V P^.3->crM is»«p of September 7, 1968,
contains an editor »M by nw Minister ot Education, George
ff^son Muriav, whir nv-J ^; th* ,

f illovinr

:

"B.lick it - • • t
fl V pnorlc, coior*4 persona of America,

tevolt e^ery^her* Arm v*j-*x selves- The only culture worth
keeping is a. revoJ v ; f.^?.; y culture Change. Freedom everywhere
Dynamite: BJ*ck r> -.^ r , y ^he gun, R* 11 the pigs everywhere.

Included th* introduction to an article appearing
in the October 5. l<*68

f edition of "The Black Panther" is the
statement " *??- not dti&s«*nt *ro& American Government*
We will ovo ihro>' \t.* u

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain
quotations fruw the writings of Chairman Mao Tse-tung of the

"nclitical power grows cut of the barrel of a gun,"

The national headquarters of the BPP is located at
3^06 Sb*ttuck Avenue r Berkeley* California. Branches have been
established at various locations throughout the United States*

5"*
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Jn Replyf Please Refer to

File iVo,

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Charlotte, North Carolina
October 30 , 1969

Title JOHNNY LEE DOUGLAS, ALSO KNOWN
AS "DUCK"

Character

Reference

DArr a t
A. All UATTPDC dt Arv davtuvd daptv

Memorandum at Charlotte, North
Carolina, dated and captioned
as above.

All sources (except any listed belov) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is ths property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.


